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1. PURPOSE. This manual supersedes DCAA Pamphlet 7641.90, Information for Contractors,
dated January 2005. The manual is designed to assist contractors in understanding applicable
requirements and to help ease the contract audit process. It describes what contractors should
expect when doing business with the U.S. Government and interacting with DCAA auditors.
The examples in this manual are presented to illustrate some of the more frequent requirements
that contractors encounter when working with DCAA auditors, and in responding to the
Government procurement and administrative process. These examples are intended solely to
provide better insight into the procurement process and should not be construed as uniform
guides. Nor should this manual be considered a substitute for the applicable rules and
regulations, as not all requirements are contained herein. Each contractor must tailor its
responses to its individual situation.

2. APPLICABILITY. This manual applies to all contractors interacting with DCAA auditors, as
a result of doing business with the U.S. Government.

3. PROCEDURES. See Enclosure 1 through Enclosure 6.

4. RELEASABILITY. Unlimited. This manual is approved for public release and is available
on the Internet from the DCAA’s web site at www.dcaa.mil.
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5. EFFECTIVE DATE. This manual is effective immediately.

/s/
Patrick J. Fitzgerald
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency
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ENCLOSURE 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY (DCAA)

1. DCAA History. In December 1964, then Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara decided
that DoD contract audits would be more effective and efficient if performed by a single
organization. Accordingly, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) was established as a
separate Agency of the Department of Defense, effective July 1965.

2. DCAA Organization.
a. DCAA Organizational Overview.
(1) The Agency operates under the direction, authority, and control of the Under
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) (USD(C))/Chief Financial Officer (CFO). The DCAA
Director is a civilian selected by the Secretary of Defense. Organizationally, DCAA includes a
Headquarters, Field Detachment, and five regions: Central, Eastern, Mid-Atlantic, Northeastern,
and Western (refer to Figure 1 for Regional Boundaries). Within each region are resident and
branch offices (refer to Figure 2 for DCAA organization chart). Resident offices are established
at large defense contractor locations, and branches are established in major metropolitan areas to
audit all other contractors on a mobile basis. Suboffices may be established at a geographic
location distant from the main resident or branch office if a concentrated workload of audits
exists.
(2) The DCAA Contract Audit Manual (DCAAM 7640.1), referred to as the "CAM,”
prescribes auditing policies and procedures for personnel engaged in the performance of the
DCAA mission. The electronic version of the CAM is updated on a continual basis and
represents the most current version. Printed editions of the CAM are published once a year.
Copies of the printed edition of the CAM are available for purchase from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO), P.O. Box 979050, St. Louis, MO 631979000. Refer to Order Processing Code *3509, Stock Number 708-077-00000-3, ISBN 0-16010384-3. The electronic version of the CAM and other DCAA documents are located under
Publications at www.dcaa.mil.
(3) Current audit guidance (not incorporated into CAM) are available on DCAA’s web
site at www.dcaa.mil.
(4) Other acquisition reference materials can be found on the Defense Acquisition
University’s (DAU’s) Acquisition, Technology and Logistics’ Knowledge Sharing System
(AKSS) web site at https://dap.dau.mil/Pages/Default.aspx.
b. Field Audit Office Organization.
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(1) Whether the Field Audit Office (FAO) is a resident or branch, with or without
suboffices, the office is led by a manager and the office is organized into teams. Each team is
led by a supervisory auditor who supervises a number of auditors. Field audit offices may also
have one or several assigned technical specialists. Technical specialists are subject matter
experts available to assist the audit teams as the need arises. A contractor will most likely have
direct contact primarily with the audit team. Should questions arise during the audit, the
contractor may elevate its concerns to the FAO manager, Regional Audit Manager (RAM), or
Deputy Regional Director (DRD).
(2) A supervisor’s responsibilities may be assigned on the basis of: (1) contractor, (2)
location, or (3) audit function (i.e., one supervisor may be responsible for evaluating all
proposals for several contractors). This means that a contractor may see one or several auditors,
depending upon the timing and/or type of audit(s) being conducted.

3. DCAA Responsibilities and Duties.
a. While serving the public interest as its primary customer, DCAA performs all necessary
contract audits for the Department of Defense and provides accounting and financial advisory
services regarding contracts and subcontracts to all DoD Components responsible for
procurement and contract administration. DCAA provides these services in connection with
negotiation, administration, and settlement of contracts and subcontracts to ensure taxpayer
dollars are spent on fair and reasonable contract prices. DCAA also provides contract audit
services to other Federal agencies as appropriate
b. DCAA furnishes professional accounting and financial advice to Government
procurement personnel at all points of the procurement process including: (1) pre-negotiation,
(2) negotiation, (3) administration, and (4) settlement (contract closing).
c. By Reference, DoD Instruction 7600.2, Audit Policies, incorporates the Generally
Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). These standards, commonly referred to as
the “Yellow Book” are developed and published by the Comptroller General and incorporate
certain standards from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). For the
attestation engagements DCAA performs, GAGAS incorporates the general standards on criteria,
fieldwork and reporting standards and the related Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagements. These standards and guidance are applicable to DCAA for all audits of funds
received by contractors, nonprofit organizations, and other external organizations.
d. The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) is the primary regulation for use by most
Federal agencies in their acquisition of supplies and services with appropriated funds. The FAR,
together with agency supplemental regulations (e.g., the Department of Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement [DFARS], which applies to all Defense components), Cost
Accounting Standards (CAS), as well as specific contractual provisions, should be the primary
guidelines for contractors’ conduct in administering contracts. The FAR, DFARS and other
agency supplements, and CAS can be found in Title 48 of the Code of Federal Regulations
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(CFR) which is normally available in the reference section of most major public libraries. FAR
and DFARS can also be found on the DAU’s AKSS at https://dap.dau.mil/Pages/Default.aspx.

4. DCAA General Audit Interests.
a. DCAA is concerned with identifying and evaluating all activities that either contribute to,
or have an impact on, proposed or incurred costs of Government contracts.
b. DCAA evaluates contractors' financial policies, procedures, and internal controls.
c. DCAA also performs audits that identify opportunities for contractors to reduce or avoid
costs (operations audits).

5. DCAA Major Areas of Emphasis.
a. DCAA's major areas of emphasis include: (1) business systems, (2) management policies
and procedures, (3) accuracy and reasonableness of contractors’ forward pricing and incurred
cost representations, (4) adequacy and reliability of records and accounting systems, and (5)
contractor compliance with contractual provisions having accounting or financial significance
such as the Cost Principles (FAR Part 31), the Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) Clause (FAR
52.230-2), and the clauses pertaining to the Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA) (FAR 52.215-10, 11, -12, and -13).
b. DCAA’s audits are generally limited to pricing actions and contracts that fall under FAR
Part 15, Contracting by Negotiation. The extent of DCAA's involvement is determined by the
type of contract that will be awarded. Generally, most DCAA efforts on firm-fixed price type
contracts take place during the proposal stage rather than in the incurred cost stage. The reverse
is true for cost reimbursable contracts. The allowable costs properly included in the final pricing
of flexibly priced contracts are generally determined after they are incurred and audited. For
additional details on the types of Government contracts reference FAR Part 16.

6. Contractor Records Retention.
a. DCAA performs all needed contract audits through evaluation of contractor records. FAR
Subpart 4.7 generally describes records retention requirements. Specific retention periods for the
differing types of records are addressed as well as how to calculate the retention periods. The
full text of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement (DFARS) is available on the Defense Acquisition University’s
Acquisition Knowledge Sharing System at https://dap.dau.mil/Pages/Default.aspx
b. Subpart 4.7 requires contractors to make available records, which includes books,
documents, accounting procedures and practices, and other data, regardless of type and
regardless of whether such items are in written form, in the form of computer data, or in any
8
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other form, and other supporting evidence to satisfy contract negotiation, administration, and
audit requirements of the contracting agencies and the Comptroller General.
c. This subpart applies to records generated under contracts that contain one of the following
clauses:
(1) Audit and Records-Sealed Bidding (52.214-26).
(2) Audit and Records-Negotiation (52.215-2).

7. Other Information.
a. The Department of Defense has mandated that defense agencies move towards a paperless
environment (Management Reform Memorandum #2, dated May 21, 1997). Accordingly,
DCAA auditors are required to obtain and develop their audit documentation electronically in
order to capture the efficiencies that Information Technology (IT)offers us. This necessitates
obtaining source information in an electronic format. Therefore, contractors are encouraged to
submit information electronically. Submitting information electronically will aid in reducing
disruption to your staff during the audit, allow you to transmit information instantaneously,
increase the accuracy of submissions and updates, automatically record events for later retrieval,
and increase the overall productivity of all involved in the procurement cycle.
b. All inquiries for additional information should be directed to the local DCAA field audit
office, the address and telephone number of which can be found using the Audit Office Locator
on the DCAA public web site at http://www.dcaa.mil. The contractor’s business location where
the accounting records are maintained should be used for determining the appropriate DCAA
office. If assistance is needed in determining the cognizant DCAA office, contractors may call
DCAA Headquarters at (703) 767-3274.
c. Individuals having concerns or suggestions about the contract audit process should first
bring these to local DCAA management's attention. Concerns not resolved at the local level
should be elevated to the DCAA regional office. Each Deputy Regional Director (DRD) serves
as the DCAA Director's primary regional point of contact to work with a company in resolving
issues that cannot be settled at the local level. The DRDs may be contacted at the following
numbers:

Table 1. Regional Telephone Numbers.
Region
Central Region (Irving, TX)
Eastern Region (Smyrna, GA)
Mid-Atlantic Region (Philadelphia, PA)
Northeastern Region (Lowell, MA)
Western Region (La Mirada, CA)
9

Telephone Number
(972) 652-3600
(770) 319-4400
(215) 597-7453
(978) 551-9710
(714) 228-7003
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d. DCAA encourages the use of this manual by all individuals interested in increasing their
knowledge of audits by the Defense Contract Audit Agency. User comments and suggestions
are welcome. All such correspondence should be addressed to:

Defense Contract Audit Agency
ATTN: Publications and Systems Division (PPS)
8725 John J. Kingman Rd., Suite 2135
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-6219
(703) 767-3234 (FAX)
e-mail: DCAA-PPS@dcaa.mil
Figure 1. Regional Boundaries.

Western Region includes Alaska, Hawaii, the Pacific and the Far East
Eastern Region includes the Caribbean, Central and South America
Northeast Region includes Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Afghanistan
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Figure 2. Defense Contract Audit Agency Organizational Chart.
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ENCLOSURE 2
PREAWARD SURVEYS OF PROSPECTIVE CONTRACTOR ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

1. Preaward Survey Overview. A preaward survey is an evaluation, usually made by the
cognizant contract administration office, of a prospective contractor's ability to perform a
proposed contract. Such surveys may cover technical, production, quality assurance, financial
capability, accounting system, and other considerations. Normally, DCAA may be requested to
furnish information regarding the adequacy of the contractor’s accounting system to accumulate
the type of cost information required by the contract.

2. Financial Condition Risk Assessments. Financial condition risk assessments or financial
capability audits are performed to determine if the contractor is financially capable of performing
on Government contracts. These risk assessments/analysis are generally conducted by the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA). DCAA may perform these services at the
request of DCMA when there are unique circumstances requiring DCAA audit assistance.
However, DCAA will, in all audit situations, be alert to conditions which may indicate
unfavorable or adverse financial conditions or other circumstances which could impede a
contractor’s ability to perform on Government contracts. If indicators of financial distress are
identified, the auditor will inform the Contracting Officer (CO) immediately.

3. Accounting System.
a. Accounting System Surveys – General.
(1) Prior to the contracting officer requesting a DCAA audit of your accounting system,
the contracting officer will ask you to complete the “Preaward Survey of Prospective Accounting
System Checklist”
(http://www.dcaa.mil/Preaward_Survey_of_Prospective_Contractor_Accounting_System_Check
list.pdf). The checklist provides documentation to the auditor on how your accounting system
meets the criteria in the SF 1408, Preaward Survey of Prospective Contractor Accounting
System. The contracting officer will provide the checklist to DCAA when they request an audit
of your accounting system.
(2) The preaward accounting system survey is an examination before contract award to
determine the acceptability of a contractor's accounting system for accumulating costs under a
prospective Government contract. The audit scope should be limited to obtaining an
understanding of the design of the prospective accounting system so as to appropriately complete
the SF 1408, “Preaward Survey of Prospective Contractor Accounting System” (see Figure 3 and
refer to paragraph b below for additional discussion), and those procedures essential to reach an
informed opinion as to whether or not the design of the prospective accounting system is
acceptable for accumulating costs under a Government contract and has the ability to generate
the specific cost information required under the anticipated contract.
12
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(3) Contractors should recognize that an operable accounting system that is under
general ledger control is of paramount importance when performing Government contracts.
However, prospective contractors may have no work that requires the same type of accounting
system required for Government work. A prospective contractor may not want to install a new,
more detailed accounting system unless awarded a contract. In this case, if the potential
Government contractor anticipates a contract award, it must have developed a system that is
operable, though not necessarily in use. It must be in a position to demonstrate this new system
to the auditor and be ready to implement the system prior to incurring any costs on the
Government contract.
(4) If the auditor determines the accounting system is not acceptable for accumulating
costs under a prospective Government contract, the auditor will promptly notify both the
contractor and the procurement official of the deficiencies, and will usually identify
recommendations for correcting the deficiencies. DCAA will not develop the new system, since
this is the contractor's responsibility. Once the required corrective actions have been taken by
the contractor to correct the deficiencies, DCAA, if requested by the CO, will perform a followup audit of the revised system and/or corrected deficiencies.
(5) An accounting system audit may be performed after contract award. The major
objective is to determine if the contractor’s accounting system is adequate for accumulating and
billing costs on Government contracts. It is usually performed at the request of the CO when (1)
a follow-up to a preaward survey is recommended, or (2) a preaward survey was not conducted
prior to contract award, and the CO determines that an audit is now required to support contract
requirements. Auditors may self-initiate a post contract award accounting system audit based on
audit risk at a contractor location.
b. Detailed Provisions of SF 1408 (Reference Figure 3, Page 2 of 2).
(1) Proper segregation of direct costs from indirect costs. DCAA will review the
accounting system to determine if direct costs are segregated from indirect costs. Direct costs
are defined in FAR 31.202 as any cost that can be identified specifically with a particular final
cost objective (e.g., a contract). An example would be labor specifically identified to the
contract or materials purchased specifically for the contract. At times, contractors may find it
impractical to identify costs specifically to a contract. FAR 31.202 states that a direct cost can
be treated as an indirect cost if the dollar amount is minor, it is treated the same way for all
contracts in a contractor's accounting system, and that treatment produces substantially the same
results as treating the cost as a direct cost. Indirect costs are defined in FAR 31.203 as any cost
not directly identified with a single, final cost objective, but identified with two or more final
cost objectives or an intermediate cost objective. An example of an indirect cost would be the
lighting in a manufacturing area that houses the work of several contracts. The lighting benefits
all contracts, but cannot practically be identified to a specific contract. These types of costs are
normally placed in an overhead or General and Administrative (G&A) expense pool and
allocated to contracts on some equitable basis. The cost accounting system must identify what
costs are considered direct and what costs are considered indirect. Once these criteria are
defined, they must be consistently applied.
13
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(2) Identification and accumulation of direct costs by contract. DCAA will determine if
the accounting system can accumulate costs by contract (commonly referred to as a job order
cost accounting system).
(3) A logical and consistent method for the allocation of indirect costs to intermediate
and final cost objectives. DCAA will determine if indirect costs are allocated to cost objectives
based upon relative benefits received or other equitable relationship, as required by FAR 31-2014, "Determining allocability," and FAR 31-203, "Indirect costs." Fundamentally, this means that
a cost may not be allocated as an indirect cost to a final cost objective if other costs incurred for
the same purpose have been included as direct costs of that or any other cost objective. For
example, if a contractor wishes to perform a contract that requires three firemen on 24-hour duty
at a fixed-post to provide protection against damage to highly flammable materials used on the
contract, but the contractor already has a firefighting force for general protection of the plant,
which is treated as an indirect cost and allocated to all contracts, the contractor may charge the
cost of three of the post firemen directly to the particular contract requiring them. In this
example, the contractor may also allocate a portion of the remaining cost of the general
firefighting force to the same contract only if the separate classes of firemen can be shown to
serve different purposes consistently (that is: (a) costs charged directly to the contract are only
costs of three contract-required firemen at a fixed post who are protecting contract materials, and
(b) no costs of these firemen are ever included in the indirect cost pool).
(4) Accumulation of costs under general ledger control. DCAA will determine if the job
cost ledger and other books of account can be reconciled with the general ledger, and that the
company accounting system is controlled by the general ledger.
(5) A timekeeping system that identifies employees' labor by intermediate or final cost
objectives. DCAA will determine whether a contractor's timekeeping system has the ability to
track employees' time spent on each work activity. (See Note 4. below for further information
on timekeeping procedures and controls.)
(6) A labor distribution system that charges direct and indirect labor to the appropriate
cost objectives. This is interconnected with the discussion of timekeeping. Once an employee's
time is segregated as described below, the costs must be allocated to the appropriate cost
objective(s).
(7) Interim (at least monthly) determination of costs charged to a contract through
routine posting to books of account. DCAA will determine if the accounting system produces
appropriate reports that show the results of charges to contracts. These reports should be
produced at least monthly.
(8) Exclusion from costs charged to Government contracts of amounts that are not
allowable pursuant to FAR Part 31, Contract Cost Principles and Procedures, or other contract
provisions. The FAR identifies some costs as expressly unallowable: e.g., bad debts (FAR
31.205-3); contingencies (FAR 31.205-7); contributions or donations (FAR 31-205-8); and
entertainment (FAR 31.205-14), and requires that they be excluded from proposals and billings.
14
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Costs mutually agreed to be unallowable between the contractor and the CO also may not be
proposed or billed. DCAA will determine if the accounting system identifies these unallowable
costs and segregates them in the books and records (or on some alternate acceptable informal
basis that readily reconciles with the books and records). While these costs may be legitimate
business expenses, they will not be accepted by the U.S. Government as allowable contract costs.
FAR 42.709 authorizes CO to assess a penalty if a contractor claims an expressly unallowable
cost in (1) the final indirect cost rate proposal or (2) the final statement of costs incurred or
estimated to be incurred under a fixed-price incentive contract.
(9) Identification of costs by contract line item and units (as if each unit or line item was
a separate contract) if required by the proposed contract. Some contracts require that the cost of
certain items be readily identifiable. In such cases, DCAA will review a contractor's accounting
system to determine if a contractor can comply with such requirements.
(10) Segregation of preproduction costs from production costs. DCAA will review a
contractor's accounting system to determine that the costs can be identified in this manner.

4. Labor Charging System.
a. Timekeeping Procedures. Timekeeping procedures and controls on labor charges are
areas of utmost concern. Unlike other costs, labor is not supported by external documentation or
physical evidence to provide an independent check or balance. The key link in any sound labor
time charging system is the individual employee. It is critical to labor charging internal control
systems that management indoctrinates employees on their independent responsibility for
accurately recording time charges. This is the single most important feature management can
emphasize in recognizing its responsibility to owners, creditors, and customers to guard against
fraud and waste in the labor charging function. To be effective, the internal controls over labor
charging should meet the following criteria:
(1) There should be a segregation of responsibilities for labor-related activities; for
example, the responsibility for timekeeping and payroll accounting should be separated. In
addition, supervisors who are accountable for meeting contract budgets should not have the
opportunity to initiate employee time charges. It is recognized that, for a very small company,
this type of segregation may not be possible, whereas for a larger company, this type of
segregation would be required in order to have good internal controls over labor costs.
(a) Procedures must be evident, clear-cut, and reasonable so there is no confusion
concerning the reason for controls or misunderstanding as to what is and what is not permissible.
(b) Maintenance of controls must be continually verified and violations must be
remedied through prompt and effective action, which serves as a deterrent to prospective
violations.
(2) Individual employees must be constantly, although unobtrusively, made aware of
controls that act as an effective deterrent against violations. Many businesses accomplish this by
15
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emphasizing the importance of timesheet preparation in staff meetings, employee orientation,
and through the posting of signs throughout the workplace that remind employees of the
importance of accurate and current timesheets.
b. Timesheet Preparation. Detailed instructions for timesheet preparation should be
established through a timekeeping manual and/or company procedure. Those Instructions should
indicate that the employee is personally responsible for:
(1) Recording his/her time on a daily basis.
(2) Recording time on the timesheet.
(3) The correct distribution of time by project numbers, contract number or name, or
other identifiers for a particular assignment. To ensure accuracy, a listing of project numbers
and their descriptions should be provided to the employee and maintained in the work
authorization system electronically or in a hard copy for the employee to refer to it as needed.
(4) Changes to the timesheet. Procedures should be in place that identify the original
time charge, the corrected time charge, and documentation from the employee indicating his/her
concurrence with the change.
(5) Recording all hours worked whether they are paid or not. This is necessary because
labor costs and associated overheads are affected by total hours worked, not just paid hours
worked. Therefore, labor rate computations and labor overhead costs should reflect all hours
worked. Unpaid hours worked are termed "uncompensated overtime." Solicitations over the
simplified acquisition threshold contain the provision at FAR 52.237-10, Identification of
Uncompensated Overtime, which details disclosure requirements for uncompensated overtime.
(6) Certifying the hours on the timesheet reflect the hours worked and the appropriate
cost objective at the end of each work period.
c. Recommended Timekeeping Policy.
(1) The supervisor should approve and cosign, all timesheets.
(2) The supervisor is prohibited from completing an employee's timesheet unless the
employee is absent for a prolonged period of time on some form of authorized leave. If the
employee is on travel status, the supervisor for the employee may prepare a timesheet. Upon his
or her return, the employee should turn in his/her timesheet and attach it to the one prepared by
the supervisor.
(3) The guidance should state that the nature of the work determines the proper
distribution of time, not availability of funding, type of contract, or other factors.
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(4) The company policy should state that the accurate and complete preparation of
timesheet the employee's responsibility. Careless or improper preparation may lead to
disciplinary actions under company policies, as well as applicable Federal statutes.
d. Labor Floor Checks or Interviews. DCAA auditors periodically perform physical
observations of work areas and interviews of employees to determine if: (1) employees are
actually at work, (2) employees are performing in their assigned job classification, and (3)
employee time is charged to the appropriate job or indirect account. These types of audits are
referred to as labor floor checks or interviews. DCAA will perform unannounced floor checks to
determine the adequacy and accuracy of the timekeeping system for reimbursement of labor
costs under cost reimbursable, time and material (T&M), and labor hour contracts.
e. Penalties for Labor Mischarging.
(1) The manipulation of charges to a contract may be subject to criminal charges under
18 United States Code (U.S.C.) 1001.
(2) Subject to the facts surrounding participation, the following individuals can be held
liable for the violation:
(a) Employees who fill in and sign the timesheets with the false information.
(b) Supervisors who approve the timesheets with the knowledge that they contain the
false information.
(c) Managers and officers who know those facts and make the claim anyway by
submitting the invoice based upon the false timesheet.
(d) The company, in a case where the falsification is known by individuals who
submit or who have authority to submit or disapprove the submission of invoices, or who are of a
sufficiently high enough level in the company that the court will impute their knowledge to the
corporation.
(3) There does not have to be a direct contractual relationship between the Government
and the employee who submitted the false timesheet for the employee to be liable. A person may
be liable even though he or she did not submit the fraudulent claim presented to the U.S.
Government.
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Figure 3. Preaward Survey of Prospective Contractor Accounting System (SF 1408).
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Figure 3. Preaward Survey of Prospective Contractor Accounting System (SF 1408), continued.
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ENCLOSURE 3
PRICE PROPOSALS

1. Requirements for Submission.
a. Prior to submitting your proposal to the contracting officer, you should perform a self
assessment of the adequacy of your proposal using the Adequacy of a Contractor’s Pricing
Proposal Checklist (http://www.dcaa.mil/Adequacy.pdf).
b. Cost or Pricing Data Required: The Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA) requires contractors
to submit cost or pricing data if the procurement is above the TINA threshold ($700,000) and
none of the exceptions to cost or pricing data requirements applies. Under TINA, the CO obtains
accurate, complete and current data from the contractor to establish a fair and reasonable price
(FAR 15.403).
c. C O may require: (1) proposal submission of cost or pricing data in the format prescribed
in FAR 15.408, Table 15-2, (2) specify an alternative format, or (3) permit submission in the
contractor’s own format. FAR 15.408, Table 15-2, provides instructions on preparing a
proposal, the supporting documentation required, and other information when cost or pricing
data are required. An example of a completed proposal cover sheet (the first page of the
proposal) as required by FAR 15.408, Table 15-2, and the associated proposal support, are found
in the price proposal model (Figure 4). It is extremely important to prepare proposals in
accordance with these instructions unless the CO specified an alternate format or approved the
contractor’s own format. FAR 15.408, Table 15-2, I. General Instructions, requires that specific
information appear on the first page of the proposal.
d. Information Other Than Cost or Pricing Data Required: Even when an exception to cost
or pricing data applies (FAR 15.403-1), the CO is still required to establish a fair and reasonable
price. In order to make this determination the CO may require information other than cost or
pricing data, including information related to prices and cost information that would otherwise be
defined as cost or pricing data if certified. Obtaining sufficient data or information from the
contractor is particularly critical in situations where an item is determined to be a commercial
item in accordance with FAR 2.101 and the contract is being awarded on a sole source basis.
Information other than cost or pricing data may be submitted in the offeror’s own format, unless
the CO decides that use of a specific format is essential and the format has been described in the
solicitation (FAR 15.403-5(b)(2). When DCAA is asked to audit information other than cost or
pricing data, the scope of the engagement will vary. DCAA participation and the amount of
support provided will be at the discretion of the CO. Since the audit process will vary, it is not
practical to describe the possible scenarios. Therefore, a discussion of the audit of cost or pricing
data will be used to provide an understanding of the full audit process.
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2. DCAA Forward Pricing Services. DCAA provides a number of forward pricing services to
meet the needs of COs from requests for specific rate and cost data, to a full proposal audit.
When DCAA comes in to audit, the auditor will let the contractor know the scope of their audit.

3. DCAA Audit.
a. The auditor initiates an audit when the Procuring Contracting Officer (PCO) or the
Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) submits a request to the cognizant DCAA office. The
auditor will identify the type of data required of the contractor and review the proposal package
for adequacy. DCAA will then contact a company representative and coordinate with the
contractor to obtain a walk-through of the proposal to gain an understanding of the basis of the
proposal and related supporting documentation.
b. The actual audit time at a contractor location will vary depending on the size and
complexity of the audit and availability of data. The auditor will first review the contractor's
proposal assertions to determine if it has been adequately prepared (in accordance with the
instructions in FAR 15.408, Table 15-2 or the format specified by the CO). If the proposal has
not been adequately prepared, the auditor will recommend to the PCO/ACO that the proposal be
returned to the contractor without audit until such time as an adequate proposal is received. If
the proposal is adequate, the auditor will proceed with the audit.
c. The responsibility for providing adequate supporting data lies solely with the contractor.
The contractor bears the burden of proof in establishing reasonableness of proposed costs;
therefore, it is in the contractor’s best interest to submit a fully supportable and well-prepared
cost proposal. The basis and rationale for all proposed costs should be provided as part of the
proposal so that the government can place reliance on the information as current, complete, and
accurate.
d. When an auditor requests supporting documentation from a contractor (either verbally or
in writing), the request will clearly state what support is needed and when it should be provided.
The contractor will be provided a reasonable time period to provide the data given the specific
circumstances. Generally, documentation supporting the contractor’s assertion (e.g., the
contractor’s proposal) should be readily available. Unless the request requires analysis by the
contractor or there are extenuating circumstances (e.g., the request is for a voluminous amount of
data or for data stored at an offsite location), the contractor should provide the documentation
upon request. Support includes access to personnel, in addition to the documentation/data
supporting the contractor’s assertion (e.g., cost records, policies and procedures, management
reports). Auditors will generally need to obtain supporting documentation directly from the
person responsible for the information.
e. If the contractor does not provide the requested information by the requested due date, and
the contractor has not provided an appropriate explanation for the delay, the auditor will prepare
a formal written request to the appropriate high-level contractor management official stating that
the information must be provided by a specific date (not to exceed one week) with a copy to the
CO. This written request is normally initiated as soon as the due date is missed. If the
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information, or an appropriate explanation for the delay, is not provided within one week, the
auditor will notify the contractor that a formal denial of access to records exists and is being
reported to appropriate Government personnel.
f. Also, whenever possible, the proposal and supporting data should be provided in an
electronic format unless there are extenuating circumstances, in which case the contractor should
explain the reasons that the data cannot be furnished digitally.
g. When the price of a contract or contract modification exceeds $700,000 and is to be
negotiated on the basis of cost or pricing data (e.g., historical accounting data, purchase orders,
etc.), the contractor is required to certify that the data in support of its proposal are accurate,
complete, and current (refer to FAR 15.403-4). In addition, FAR 15.404-1(c)(2)(iv) states that
cost analysis also shall include appropriate verification that the offeror's cost submissions are in
accordance with contract cost principles and, when applicable, the CAS. FAR 31.201-2 states
that the factors to be considered in determining whether a cost is allowable include the
following: (i) reasonableness, (ii) allocability, (iii) standards promulgated by the Cost
Accounting Standards Board (CASB), if applicable, otherwise, generally accepted accounting
principles and practices appropriate to the particular circumstances, (iv) terms of the contract,
and (v) any limitations set forth in this subpart of FAR.
h. Upon completion of the audit, the auditor will hold an exit conference with a designated
company representative. The exit conference will address all factual aspects of the proposal
audit. If exceptions are taken to the judgmental aspects of the proposal, the auditor will not
disclose detailed conclusions relative to the reasons or amounts that may be questioned. These
judgmental differences are subject to negotiation by the CO.

4. Examples of Data That DCAA May Request.
a. In order for DCAA to perform an evaluation, and to provide a timely, adequate, and fair
evaluation of the contractor's proposal, the contractor should have available detailed schedules of
the labor and overhead rates used in the proposal. The schedules should show computations and
tie into the existing accounting system. The schedules should also present the historical data, the
rationale used in deriving future projections, and exclude all unallowable costs (refer to FAR
31.201 6). Further, the accounting method used in estimating proposed costs should be the same
as the method used to accumulate costs.
b. Examples of the type of data DCAA may request to support the contractor’s assertions in
its proposal may include:
(1) The basis of proposed labor rates and classifications including any proposed
escalation factors.
(a) DCAA will want to understand how proposed labor rates were estimated and will
need to audit any data that support these estimates.
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(b) DCAA will want to understand and evaluate the basis of labor categories (labor
grades) proposed and the hours assigned to each labor category.
(2) The basis of proposed labor hours, including staff-loading charts, comparisons of
proposed hours to experienced hours for the production of similar items; and any learning curve
applications.
(3) The basis of proposed material costs. This support should include a consolidated
priced summary of individual material quantities included in the various tasks, orders, or contract
line items being proposed and the basis for pricing (vendor quotes, invoice prices, competitive
bids, etc.). Include raw materials, parts, components, assemblies, and services to be produced or
performed by others. For all items proposed, identify the item and show the source, quantity,
and price.
(4) The basis of proposed subcontract costs. Include documented support of the prime
contractor’s price analyses of all subcontractor proposals. In addition, if cost or pricing data is
required per FAR 15.403-4 and not otherwise exempt, in accordance with FAR 15.403-1(b),
submit the subcontractor’s cost or pricing data as part of your own cost or pricing data, as well as
your analyses of the subcontractor’s cost or pricing data.
(5) Data showing the degree of competition and the basis for establishing the source and
reasonableness of price for acquisitions (such as subcontracts, purchase orders, material order,
etc.) exceeding, or expected to exceed, the appropriate threshold set forth at FAR 15.403-4
priced on the basis of adequate price competition.
(6) Explanation of the pricing method for interorganizational transfers priced at other
than the cost of comparable competitive commercial work of the division, subsidiary, or affiliate
of the contractor.
(7) The basis of the proposed indirect expense rates including overhead, general and
administrative, material handling, and fringe benefits. Cost associated with direct and/or indirect
rates are generally a very significant portion of the proposal. Required support for all companies
is at least the current year detailed operating budget and a long range forecast/strategic plan
covering all the periods of performance. The operating budget should be at the departments/pool
level with expense item detail supporting anticipated contract performance. The budget should
detail indirect expenses and show the relationship of direct labor (or other indirect expense
allocation bases) to sales projections. Support also includes comparisons by year of projected
overhead expenses by account to prior years’ incurred amounts. Out-year projections should be
supported by the contractor’s analysis of the impact on its rates based on its long range
forecast/strategic plan.
(8) The contractor is responsible for justifying and fully supporting all items in the
proposal so that the audit will not be prolonged or negotiations delayed. All significant problems
related to factual aspects of the proposal will be fully discussed with the company's
representative. The auditor is required to notify the CO of unsupported costs and to explain what
is needed from the contractor to support the costs. Unsupported costs are those items for which
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the contractor does not furnish sufficient documentation to enable the auditor to reach a
definitive conclusion. The CO generally will request the contractor to develop appropriate
support for any estimates upon which DCAA cannot develop an adequate audit opinion.
(9) Data requested by DCAA to evaluate information other than cost or pricing data will
be based on the DCAA assistance requested by the CO and the type of information (other than
cost or pricing data) the contractor has submitted. When the CO requests that the auditor
perform an examination of a proposal supported by cost information (other than cost or pricing
data), then the auditor will request the type of data described in paragraphs a. through e. If the
CO has requested that the auditor perform specific procedures on submitted cost information,
paragraphs a. through e. above give an idea of the types of data that could be requested on a
limited basis depending on the circumstances of the procurement and the cost information
submitted by the contractor.
(10) Sometimes, the auditor may be asked to assist the CO in making his/her
determination as to whether an item meets the commercial item definition in FAR 2.101 and/or
as to whether the price is reasonable. Examples of data that may be requested when assisting a
CO in evaluating offered commercial items include:
(a) Source documents supporting sales history, quantities, and prices;
(b) Documents identifying special terms and conditions;
(c) Documents identifying customarily offered discounts for an item;
(d) Sources of financial data such as surveys, financial studies, etc.;
(e) Catalogs and price lists;
(f) Historical data for an item previously not determined commercial that the offeror
is now trying to qualify as a commercial item; or
(g) Information other than cost or pricing data as discussed in f. above.

5. Model Proposal - Advanced Tank Technologies (ATT). Background information, similar to
the following, should be provided:
a. ATT was incorporated in the State of Maryland in 1985. ATT is a research and
development concern specializing in engineering feasibility studies and surface vehicle design.
In 1995, ATT developed a small manufacturing capability that enables it to manufacture
prototypes of its basic designs. ATT had to borrow funds from a local lending institution to
establish this capability. ATT provides services primarily to major DoD contractors on a firmfixed price (FFP) basis.
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b. This procurement, solicited by Request for Proposal (RFP) number DAAH01-09-R-0001,
calls for the production of 50 prototypes of a new heavy-duty shock absorber. ATT designed
this part under another Army contract for the Armored Personnel Carrier Program.
c. The period of performance is February 28, 2010 to September 30, 2012.

Figure 4. Model Proposal.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
Advanced Tank Technologies
Washington, DC
Proposal Submitted In Response to RFP DAAH01-09-R-0001
2010
Engineering Labor Cost
Labor Category
Program Manager
Senior Engineer
Junior Engineer
Engineering Aide
Technical Writer
Metallurgist
Draftsman

Rate/Hr Hours
$ 33.93
26.39
22.12
14.50
16.00
18.85
18.95

Total Direct Labor - Engineering

683
1,200
1,800
1,800
1,900
2,200

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total

Rate/Hr Hours

23,174
31,668
39,816
26,100
35,815
41,690

$ 35.63
27.71
23.23
15.23
16.80
19.79
19.90

9,583 $ 198,263
2010
Manufacturing Labor Cost

Labor Category
Fabrication
Assembly

2011
Engineering Labor Cost

Rate/Hr Hours
$ 10.85
9.25

Total Direct Labor - Manufacturing
Total Direct Labor
Direct Labor Overhead @ 56.7% (Sched. 3)

Total

400 $ 4,340
0 $ -

760
900
1500
550
0
1200
1500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total

Rate/Hr Hours

27,079
24,939
34,845
8,377
23,748
29,850

$ 37.41
29.10
24.39
15.99
17.64
20.78
20.90

2011
Manufacturing Labor Cost

$ 11.39
9.71

SCHEDULE 1

2012
Engineering Labor Cost

6,410 $ 148,838

Rate/Hr Hours

Figure 3-5-1

Total

600 $ 6,834
200 $ 1,942

507
700
900
50
900
700
600

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Hours

Total

18,967
20,370
21,951
800
15,876
14,546
12,540

1,950 $ 69,220
2,800
76,977
4,200
96,612
2,400
35,277
900
15,876
3,800
74,109
4,300
84,080

4,357 $ 105,050

20,350 $ 452,151

2012
Manufacturing Labor Cost
Rate/Hr Hours
$ 11.96
10.20

Total
Engineering Labor

Total

Total
Manufacturing Labor
Hours

Total

600 $ 7,176
600 $ 6,120

1,600 $ 18,350
800
8,062

400 $ 4,340

800 $ 8,776

1,200 $ 13,296

2,400 $ 26,412

$ 202,603

$ 157,614

$ 118,346

$ 478,563

$ 114,876

$ 89,367

$ 67,102

$ 271,345

All hours proposed are based on historical costs, reference contract DAAH01-08-C-0001, account 9271
The supporting data showing the historical hours and the development of the proposed hours are in file
"DAAH01-09-R-0001, Hours" and is available immediately upon request.
The direct labor rates are based on actual average rates as of 31 October 2009 and escalated 5 percent each year.
The supporting data and rate calculations are located in file "DAAH01-09-R-0001, Direct Labor Rates" and is
available immediately upon request.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.
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Figure 4. Model Proposal, continued.

6. Negotiations. In the process of negotiating the contract terms and price, the PCO or ACO
will meet with the contractor. Depending upon the significance and complexity of the
procurement, this meeting may be face to face or by telephone. The PCO or ACO is assisted in
the negotiations by the auditor’s report. The auditor may also attend negotiation meetings to
provide support to the PCO or ACO.
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7. Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA).
a. Procurements by DoD, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
U.S. Coast Guard are subject to the Truth in Negotiations provisions of the Armed Services
Procurement Act, as modified by the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA) of 1994 and
the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 [also known as the Federal Acquisition Reform Act of 1996
(FARA)], and as codified at 10 USC 2306a. Under FASA, procurements by civilian agencies are
subject to parallel requirements effective December 5, 1994. These requirements appear at 41
USC 254b. The purpose of these statutes is to put the Government on equal footing with
contractors when negotiating non-competitive or sole source contracts. FAR Parts 15 and 52
contain uniform implementing regulations and contract clauses.
b. The statutes require the submission and certification of cost or pricing data in conjunction
with the pricing of negotiated prime contracts and subcontracts exceeding $700,000. This
threshold is subject to adjustment every five years. However, if a fair and reasonable price
cannot be determined, the head of the contracting activity may require cost or pricing data for
procurements below the cost or pricing data threshold, but not for those at or below the
simplified acquisition threshold [FAR 15.403-4(a)(2)]. Cost or pricing data is not obtained for
acquisitions at or below the simplified acquisition threshold of $150,000. There are, however,
exceptions to cost or pricing data requirements, specifically, when prices are based on adequate
price competition, set by law or regulations, or when a commercial item is being acquired. The
head of the contracting activity may also grant waivers for submission of cost or pricing data in
exceptional cases. FAR 15.403-1 discusses these exceptions. The statutory requirements also
apply to modifications of negotiated or advertised contracts or subcontracts, contract termination
actions, and final pricing actions under price redeterminable contracts that exceed $700,000.
Contract and subcontract changes or modifications are subject to the requirements if the total
amount of both the related increases and decreases exceeds $700,000, even though the net
change in price is less than $700,000 [FAR 15.403-4(a)(1)].
c. If none of the exceptions are applicable, the CO is required to obtain cost or pricing data
before the award of negotiated contracts exceeding the $700,000 threshold (FAR 15.403-4(a)).
The contractor must submit, either actually or by specific identification in writing, the cost or
pricing data with its proposal submission. Merely making available books, records, and other
documents without identification does not constitute submission of cost or pricing data. To meet
the statutory requirement for meaningful disclosure of current, accurate, and complete data, the
contractor must provide any new or revised data obtained after the date of the original cost
proposal, but before negotiations are complete. The data should be promptly submitted in a
manner that clearly shows how the information relates to the offeror’s price proposal.
d. DCAA selects negotiated pricing actions (prime contracts, subcontracts, modifications,
final price redeterminations, equitable adjustments, and terminations) for audit on a systematic
basis to determine compliance with the statutes. Selection considers such factors as contract type
and dollar value of the contract, adequacy of accounting and estimating systems, and the number
of instances and amount of defective pricing found in prior audits. Selection of a contract for
this type of audit (commonly referred to as a postaward audit) is not an indicator of any
impropriety on the part of the contractor.
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ENCLOSURE 4
COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

1. Cost Accounting Standards (PL 100-679).
a. The CASB was established as an agency of Congress in accordance with a provision of
Public Law 91-379. It was authorized to promulgate CAS designed to achieve uniformity and
consistency in the cost accounting principles to be followed by defense contractors and
subcontractors under Federal contracts as a condition of contracting. Contractors subject to full
CAS coverage are required to disclose, in writing, their cost accounting practices, to follow the
disclosed practices consistently, and to comply with duly promulgated CAS. The CASB went
out of existence on September 30, 1980 as a result of Congress’ decision not to provide
additional funding.
b. In December 1988, Congress passed legislation to re-establish the CASB. That legislation
(PL 100-679) expressly continued in effect all then-existing standards, waivers, exemptions,
interpretations, modifications, rules and regulations issued by the original CASB. The
legislation expanded the applicability of CAS to all executive agencies and their contractors and
subcontractors. The CASB is located in the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP),
which is under the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The CASB consists of five
members: the Administrator of OFPP, who is the Chairman, and one member each from DoD,
General Services Administration (GSA), industry, and the private sector (generally expected to
be from the accounting profession). On April 17, 1992 the CASB’s rules and regulations,
previously found at both FAR Part 30 and 4 CFR Parts 331 through 420, were re-codified at 48
CFR Chapter 99.
c. Regulations implementing CAS appear in 48 CFR Part 9903 and in FAR Part 30.
d. The official rules, regulations, and standards issued by the CASB are binding on all
executive agencies, their contractors, and subcontractors. Therefore, in pricing, administering,
and settling contracts covered by this legislation, CASB standards, and associated CASB rules
and regulations, must be used to estimate, accumulate, and report the associated costs.

2. Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) Applicability. A flowchart for determining CAS
applicability and Disclosure Statement submission is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. CAS Coverage and Disclosure Statement Determination.

a. The CASB has issued 19 CAS that have the full effect of law. CASB rules, regulations,
and standards apply to negotiated contracts that are not exempt in accordance with 48 CFR
9903.201-1. Full CAS coverage applies to a contractor business unit that:
(1) Receives a single CAS-covered contract award of $50 million or more; or
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(2) Receives $50 million or more in net CAS-covered awards during its preceding cost
accounting period.
b. Modified CAS coverage requires only that the contractor comply with CAS 401, 402, 405
and 406 (Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting Practices clause, FAR 52.2303).
Modified CAS applies to a covered contract of less than $50 million, but more than $700,000
awarded to a business unit that received less than $50 million in net CAS-covered awards during
its preceding cost accounting period.

3. CAS Exemptions. The following categories of contracts and subcontracts are exempt from all
CAS requirements (48 CFR 9903.201-1(b)).
a. Sealed bid contracts.
b. Negotiated contracts and subcontracts not in excess of $700,000. For purposes of this
exemption, an order issued by one segment to another segment shall be treated as a subcontract.
c. Contracts and subcontracts with small businesses. FAR Subpart 19.3 addresses
determination of status as a small business. A small business (offeror) is one that represents,
through a written self certification, that it is a small business concern in connection with a
specific solicitation and has not been determined by the Small Business Administration (SBA) to
be other than a small business. The CO accepts an offeror’s representation unless that
representation is challenged or questioned. If the status is challenged, the SBA will evaluate the
status of the concern and make a determination. (Specific standards appear in Part 121 of Title
13 of the Code of Federal Regulations.)
d. Contracts and subcontracts with foreign governments or their agents or instrumentalities
or, insofar as the requirements of CAS other than CAS 9904.401 and 9904.402 are concerned,
any contract or subcontract awarded to a foreign concern.
e. Contracts and subcontracts in which the price is set by law or regulation.
f. Firm fixed-price and fixed-price with economic price adjustment (provided that price
adjustment is not based on actual costs incurred), T&M, and labor hour contracts and
subcontracts for the acquisition of commercial items.
g. Contracts or subcontracts of less than $7.5 million, provided that, at the time of the award,
the business unit of the contractor or subcontractor is not currently performing any CAS-covered
contracts or subcontracts valued at $7.5 million or greater.
h. Subcontracts under the NATO PHM Ship program to be performed outside the United
States by a foreign concern.
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i. Firm-fixed-price contracts or subcontracts awarded on the basis of adequate price
competition without submission of cost or pricing data.

4. Flowdown of CAS Clauses (FAR 52.230-2 3 and 4). The prime contract CAS clauses at FAR
52.230-2, FAR 52.230-3 and FAR 52.230-4 require that contractors flow the CAS requirements
down to subcontractors and require subcontractors to flow them down to lower tier
subcontractors. Subcontractors must comply with any applicable standards in effect at the time
the subcontract is awarded plus any new standards that become applicable to the subcontractor.

5. Submission of Disclosure Statement Form No. CASB DS-1 (48 CFR 9903.202). Contractors
must use a disclosure statement format prescribed by the CASB when describing their cost
accounting practices. Completed disclosure statements are required in the following
circumstances:
a. Any business unit that is selected to receive a CAS-covered contract or subcontract of $50
million or more shall submit a disclosure statement before award.
b. Any company which, together with its segments, received net awards of negotiated prime
contracts and subcontracts subject to CAS totaling $50 million or more in its most recent cost
accounting period must submit a disclosure statement before award of its first CAS-covered
contract in the immediately following cost accounting period.
c. When a disclosure statement is required, a separate disclosure statement must be
submitted for each segment whose costs are included in the total price of any CAS-covered
contract or subcontract exceeding $700,000, unless: (1) the contract or subcontract is of the type
or value exempted by 9903.201-1, or (2) in the most recently completed cost accounting period
the segment’s CAS-covered awards are less than 30 percent of total segment sales for the period
and less than $10 million.
d. Each segment or business unit required to disclose its cost accounting practices should
complete the Cover Sheet, the Certification and Parts I through VII.
e. Each corporate or other home office that allocates costs to one or more disclosing
segments performing CAS-covered contracts shall complete the Cover Sheet, the Certification,
Parts I and VIII of the disclosure statement. The home office that allocated applicable costs to
segments may complete Parts V, VI and VII to be included in the Disclosure Statement
submitted by its segments.

6. Adjustment of Contracts. CASB regulations provide for equitable adjustment of the price of
existing contracts if a new standard, modification to an existing standard or an interpretation
requires a change in a contractor’s cost accounting practices. Equitable adjustment is also
provided for changes that the cognizant Federal agency official (CFAO) finds to be desirable and
not detrimental to the Government. Contract price adjustments also may be required to protect
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the Government from any increased costs caused by contractor-initiated unilateral accounting
changes, contractor noncompliance with existing standards, or contractor failure to follow any
cost accounting practice consistently.

7. DCAA Audit Responsibility. FAR 30.202-6, 30.202-7, and 30.601 outline the basic functions
of the contract auditor in the implementation and administration of the CASB rules, regulations
and standards. DCAA is responsible for recommendations to the CFAO regarding whether:
a. A contractor’s disclosure statement adequately describes the actual or proposed cost
accounting practices;
b. A contractor’s described and actual practices comply with the applicable requirements of
FAR and the CAS.
c. A contractor’s changed cost accounting practice is adequately described and compliant
with the applicable requirements of FAR and CAS;
d. A contractor’s cost impact proposal is adequate and reflects the proper amount of contract
price adjustments.
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ENCLOSURE 5
CONTRACT FINANCING AND INTERIM AND FINAL VOUCHERS

1. Introduction.
a. Contract financing involves certain FAR specified arrangements for infusing money to a
contractor as work progresses and in advance of payment for delivered end products or services.
In most business settings, it is customary for the work to be performed and completed in a
satisfactory manner prior to invoicing the customer. However, in Government contracting, the
work may take several months or even years of effort before the service has been rendered or
items delivered. Therefore, the Government often uses contract financing methods to help offset
costs incurred by the contractor in its performance of the contract.
b. The Government's approach to satisfying contractor cash needs varies with the type of
contract. Cost-type contracts provide for interim payments for costs vouchered on a Standard
Form (SF) 1034 public voucher. Fixed-price contracts are subject to FAR Part 32 financing
methods, the most common of which has been cost-based progress payments. Cost-based
progress payments are requested on a SF 1443 progress payment request form. The contract will
designate an address to which these forms are submitted (the billing address) and the
distribution, number of copies, etc. Electronic submission of cost vouchers and progress
payments, can be made through Wide Area Workflow (WAWF). Refer to 5-302, Electronic
Submission of Interim Vouchers, for the requirements for submitting electronic payment
requests.
c. When the contract financing is cost-based, such as interim cost reimbursement (interim
vouchers) or cost based progress payments, the billing system and the contract costs are subject
to periodic audits by DCAA. When the costs are audited, DCAA will, at a minimum, verify that
the costs billed have been incurred in performance of the contract, that they are in agreement
with the accounting records, and that they are in accordance with the contract terms. Billed
direct costs generally represent costs recorded at the time of the request for reimbursement paid
by cash, check, or other form of payment for items or services purchased directly for the
contract. Additionally, when the contractor is not delinquent in paying its bills, it may bill costs
incurred, but not necessarily paid for supplies and services purchased directly for the contract
and associated financing payments to subcontractors, provided payments will be made in
accordance with the terms and conditions of a subcontract or invoice; and ordinarily within 30
days of the submission of the Contractor’s payment request to the Government. Accrued costs
for contributions under employee pension plans shall be excluded until actually paid unless the
contractor’s practice is to make contributions to the retirement fund quarterly or more frequently;
and the contribution does not remain unpaid 30 days after the end of the applicable quarter or
shorter payment period. Billed indirect expenses are based on the application of estimated
allowable expense rates for the fiscal year and adjusted at the end of the fiscal year to represent
the actual allowable year end rates. The estimated allowable rates should be based on the current
operating budgets for the fiscal year. Refer to Enclosure 5, Provisional Billing Rates. The
contractor may be required to submit schedules of estimated and actual indirect expenses to the
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local DCAA office as soon as this information is known. These schedules should be similar to
those shown in the model contractor proposal included in Figure 4.

2. Public Vouchers Under Cost-Type Contracts - Responsibility for Preparation.
a. The contractor is responsible for preparing and submitting claims for reimbursement
according to the terms of the contract, including any special billing or payment instructions, such
as a requirement to bill by contract line item (CLIN) or accounting classification reference
number (ACRN). For contract payments, FAR and DFARS require electronic processing of
payment requests. The WAWF Receipts and Acceptance System was initiated to eliminate paper
transactions from contract processing. DFARS requires the use of WAWF as the only
acceptable system for submission and processing of payment requests. All vouchers should be
submitted through WAWF unless contract terms require hard copy vouchers to be submitted.
These submissions should not contain any classified information and should not be made more
than once every two weeks, unless other arrangements are made with the CO.
b. Public voucher claims for reimbursement must be prepared on the prescribed Government
forms. The first voucher on a contract is effectively an interim voucher, as are all subsequent
vouchers prior to the final or completion voucher. A final "completion" voucher will not be
submitted until all contract work is completed. The auditor may provide advice concerning the
format for preparing public vouchers and financial representations.

3. Provisional Billing Rates.
a. FAR 42.704 provides the CO (or cognizant Federal agency official) or auditor responsible
for establishing the final indirect cost rates also shall be responsible for determining the billing
rates. The Government allows interim payments, if authorized by the contract, during contract
performance by progress payments for fixed-price contracts, or by public voucher for cost-type
contracts. Reimbursement of indirect costs for these payments is generally made through billing
rates that are established to approximately equal the expected final indirect cost rates for the
contractor’s fiscal period, as adjusted for any unallowable costs. These billing rates are used for
interim reimbursement purposes until settlement is reached on final rates after the end of the
contractor’s fiscal year. Billing rates may be prospectively or retroactively revised by mutual
agreement, at either the Government’s or contractor’s request, to prevent substantial
overpayment or underpayment. Once the final rates are established, an adjustment is made for
any variance between the billing and final rates.
b. Upon receipt of the certified final indirect cost rate proposal, FAR 42.704(e) provides that
the Government and the contractor may mutually agree to revise billing rates to reflect the
certified proposed indirect cost rates. The proposed indirect rates will be adjusted to reflect
historically disallowed amounts from prior audits until the proposal has been audited and settled.
The historical decrement will be determined by either the CO or the auditor responsible for
determining final indirect cost rates. If billed costs exceed claimed costs, the contractor must
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appropriately adjust the next voucher or remit or otherwise credit the Government for the
difference.

4. Electronic Submission of Interim Vouchers.
a. DFARS Clause 252.232-7003, Electronic Submission of Payment Requests, require
contractors to submit payment requests electronically unless certain exceptions apply. DFARS
requires the use of WAWF as the only acceptable system for submission and processing of
payment requests. All vouchers should be submitted through WAWF unless contract terms
require hard copy vouchers to be submitted.
b. For further information regarding electronic submission of payment requests contact the
cognizant CO or DFAS, Headquarters, Electronic Commerce Program Office, or visit the DFAS
electronic commerce home page at http://www.dfas.mil/dfas/contractorsvendors.html.
c. Cost reimbursement type contracts provide that the contractor may submit periodic claims
for reimbursement of costs and fee on Government public voucher forms SF 1034 and SF 1035
or their equivalent. For contractors utilizing WAWF for the submission of interim payment
requests on cost-type, T&M and labor hour contracts, the “Cost Voucher” is the equivalent of the
SF 1034. Data equivalent to the SF 1035 must be included in a separate electronic file and
attached to the cost voucher in WAWF, unless the contractor has been authorized to submit
interim vouchers directly to the payment office under the direct bill program. Guidance and
training for completing a cost voucher invoice can be obtained from the WAWF website at
https://wawf.eb.mil. As discussed in 5-201a., contractors should also ensure vouchers are
prepared and submitted in accordance with the terms of the contract, including any special
billing or payment instructions, such as a requirement to bill by contract line item (CLIN) or
accounting classification reference number (ACRN). SF 1034 and 1035 information will be
periodically reviewed by COs and auditors as part of their continued oversight of contractors’
billings including audits of billing systems, contractor preparation of interim vouchers, and status
of Government contract funding.

5. Guidance for Preparing Interim Public Vouchers (SF 1034).
a. All vouchers should be submitted through WAWF unless contract terms require hard copy
vouchers. The information required on interim public vouchers is provided in the various fields
contained in WAWF when creating a voucher for electronic submission. If contract terms require
hard copy vouchers, the contractor must use SF 1034 (original) and 1034A (copies), "Public
Voucher for Purchases and Services Other Than Personal,” to show the amount claimed for
reimbursement. Contractor submittal of a public voucher through WAWF provides data
equivalent to the SF 1034. The information required on interim public vouchers is explained
below. The lettered items correspond to entries on Figure 6.
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Table 2. Information Required on Interim Vouchers.
Figure
Reference
(a)

SF 1034 Caption
U.S. DEPARTMENT, BUREAU,
OR ESTABLISHMENT AND
LOCATION

Description of Data To Be Inserted
The name and address of the military
department or agency that negotiated
the contract.

(b)

DATE VOUCHER PREPARED

The date that the public voucher is
submitted.

(c)

CONTRACT NUMBER AND
DATE

The number and date of the contract
and task order (when applicable).

(d)

REQUISITION NUMBER AND
DATE

Requisition number if available;
otherwise leave blank.

(e)

VOUCHER NO.

Serial number of the voucher. Use a
separate series of consecutive numbers
beginning with 1 for each new contract
or task order (when applicable) for
which separate public vouchers are
required.

(f)

SCHEDULE NO.; PAID BY;
Leave blank. The payer will complete
DATE INVOICE RECEIVED;
these fields.
DISCOUNT TERMS
PAYEE’S ACCOUNT NUMBER Enter the number (if known) or leave
blank.

(g)

(h)

PAYEE’S NAME AND
ADDRESS

Firm’s name as it appears in the
contract and its address, except when
another party (e.g., a bank) has been
given the right to receive payment
(called an assignment) or the right to
receive payment has been restricted, as
in the case of an advance account

(i)

SHIPPED FROM; TO;
WEIGHT; GOVERNMENT B/L
NUMBER

Leave blank

(j)

NUMBER AND DATE OF
ORDER

Leave blank
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(k)

DATE OF DELIVERY OR
SERVICE

The month and year or beginning and
ending dates of incurred costs claimed
for reimbursement (e.g., 4/1/2012 4/30/2012).

(l)

ARTICLES OR SERVICES

(m)
(n)

QUANTITY; UNIT PRICE
AMOUNT

Insert the following: “For detail, see
SF 1035 -- total amount of claim
transferred from page xx of xx SF
1035.” [The xx represents the
appropriate page number(s).] One
space below this line, insert “COST
REIMBURSABLE -- PROVISIONAL
PAYMENT”
Leave blank.
The total amount claimed for the time
period indicated under “Date of
Delivery or Services.” This should be
the amount transferred from the SF
1035 -- Continuation Sheet.

b. Although the instructions on the form read “(Payee must NOT use the space below),”
DCAA requests that contractors follow the instructions below when completing the SF 1034:
Table 2. Information Required on Interim Vouchers, continued.
Figure
Reference

Description of Data To Be Inserted

(o)

SF 1034 Caption
PAYMENT

(p)

APPROVED FOR

Insert “Provisional payment subject to
later audit.”

(q)

EXCHANGE RATE; =$1.00

Mark out with X’s the words
“Exchange Rate” and the equal and
dollar sign in this block.

(r)

BY

(s)

TITLE

Insert the name, mailing address, and
telephone number of the auditor who
will sign the public voucher in blocks
(r) and (s), if required. The contractor
can get this information by contacting
its cognizant DCAA office.
See reference (r) above.

Leave blank.
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Figure 6. Sample of SF 1034 Interim Voucher.
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6. Guidance for Preparing SF 1035. The SFs 1035 and 1035A, "Public Voucher for Purchases
and Services Other Than Personal Continuation Sheet,” will be used for additional information
required by the CO and/or the auditor. The SFs 1035 and 1035A should be assembled separately
in original and copy sets and submitted with the SF 1034 and 1034A. Suitable self-designed
forms may be submitted instead of the SF 1035 and 1035A, as long as they contain the
information required by the CO and/or auditor. Contractors submitting public vouchers via
WAWF must attach an electronic file containing SF 1035 equivalent data to their electronic
voucher submission in WAWF. Depending on the type of cost contract (cost plus fixed fee, costsharing no fee, etc.) the information required on the SF 1035 may differ in format and content.
Figures 7 and 8 represent examples of a SF 1035 for a cost plus fixed fee and a cost-sharing no
fee contracts, respectively.
a. Interim Public Voucher – Cost Plus Fixed Fee Contract.
(1) The lettered items correspond to entries on Figure 7.

Table 3. Information Required on SF 1035 for Cost Plus Fixed Fee Contract.
Figure
Reference
(a)

SF 1035 Caption
U.S. DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU, OR
ESTABLISHMENT

Description of Data To Be Inserted
The name and address of the military
department or agency that negotiated the
contract.

(b)

VOUCHER NO.

The appropriate serial number of the
voucher, as shown on the SF 1034.

(c)

SCHEDULE NO.

Leave blank.

(d)

SHEET NO.

The sheet number, in numerical sequence
if more than one sheet is used. Use as
many sheets as necessary to show the
information required by the CO or the
auditor.

(2) The following items are generally entered below the line with Number and Date of
Order; Date of Delivery or Service; Articles or Services; Quantity; Unit Price; and Amount, but
do not necessarily tie to these captions. The items entered are what most auditors and COs
require on the SF 1035. Discuss any SF 1035 requirements with the local DCAA office to be
sure that there are no unique local requirements that could impact preparation of the SF 1035.
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Table 3. Information Required on SF 1035 for Cost Plus Fixed Fee Contract, continued.
Figure
Reference
(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)
(m)

(n)
(o)

Description of Data To Be Inserted
Payee's name and address, as shown on SF 1034.
The contract number and the task order number, when applicable.
Target or estimated costs, target or fixed-fee, total contract value,
and amount of fee payable. FAR 52.216-8(b) states that “Payment
of the fixed fee shall be made as specified in the Schedule;
provided that the Contracting Officer withholds a reserve not to
exceed 15 percent of the total fixed fee or $100,000, whichever is
less, to protect the Government’s interest.
Insert: "Analysis of Claimed Current and Cumulative Costs and
Fee Earned."
The major cost elements. Use additional SF 1035s, if necessary,
to show the detail of direct transportation charges and the
computations of overhead adjustments from provisional rates to
final audited rates (allowable actual rates). The provisional
indirect rates used (overhead and general and administrative) to
calculate the indirect expenses should be reflected on the SF
1035s.
The amount billed by the major cost elements, contract reserves
and adjustments, and adjusted amounts claimed for the current
period.
The cumulative amounts billed by the major cost elements,
contract reserves, and adjusted amounts claimed to date of this
billing.
The total costs for current and cumulative periods.
The target or fixed-fee earned and due for the current and
cumulative periods, and the formula for the computation
(percentage of costs, percentage of completion, etc.).
The total costs claimed and the target or fixed-fee due for the
current and cumulative periods.
The details of the contract reserves withheld in the current period
and for the cumulative period. The contractor is responsible for
reducing its claims for contract reserves. There may be several
contract clauses that address the CO's authority to establish
contract reserves and under what circumstances these reserves can
be established. The CO will notify the contractor of any
applicable reserves. This is not to be confused with the clause at
FAR 52.216-8 that indicates payment of fixed fee should be made
provided the Contracting Officer withholds a reserve not to exceed
15 percent of the total fixed fee or $100,000 (refer to (g) above).
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(p)

(q)
(r)
(s)

Show the status of all outstanding DCAA Forms 1, "Notice of
Contract Costs Suspended and/or Disapproved.” NOTE: This
instruction will not be applicable to the majority of contractors.
When not applicable, this item should be omitted. The DCAA
Form 1 is the form used to effect suspension and disapproval of
costs or fees claimed for payment on a contractor's reimbursement
vouchers. In general, an item of cost, either direct or indirect, that
lacks adequate explanation or documentary support for definitive
audit approval or disapproval will be suspended until the required
data are received and a determination can be made as to the
allowability of the item. Costs for which audit action has been
completed and are not considered allowable will be disapproved.
When amounts on an outstanding DCAA Form 1 are resubmitted,
they will be shown in the current period column, and the
corresponding cumulative total of outstanding suspensions or
disapprovals will be reduced to cover the resubmission so that the
cumulative amounts will be "net."
Net reserves and adjustments.
Show the costs and fee subject to reimbursement for the current
and cumulative periods.
Amount to be carried forward to the SF 1034.
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Figure 7. Sample of SF1035 Interim Voucher.
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b. Interim Public Voucher – Cost-Sharing No Fee Contract.
(1) The following is an example of a SF 1035 for a cost-sharing no fee contract. This
example (Figure 8) is separate and distinct from the preceding SF 1034 (Figure 6) and SF 1035
(Figure 7).

Table 4. Information Required on SF 1035 for Cost Sharing No-Fee Contracts.
Figure
Reference
(a)

SF 1035 Caption
U.S. DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU, OR
ESTABLISHMENT

Description of Data To Be Inserted
The name and address of the military
department or agency that negotiated the
contract.

(b)

VOUCHER NO.

The appropriate serial number of the
voucher as shown on the SF 1034.

(c)

SCHEDULE NO.

Leave blank.

(d)

SHEET NO.

The sheet number, in numerical sequence
if more than one sheet is used. Use as
many sheets as necessary to show the
information required by the CO or the
auditor.

(2) The following items are generally entered below the line under Number and Date of
Order; Date of Delivery or Service; Articles or Services; Quantity; Unit Price; and Amount, but
do not necessarily tie to these captions. The items entered are what most auditors and COs
require on the SF 1035. Discuss any SF 1035 requirements with the local DCAA office to be
sure that there are no unique local requirements that could impact preparation of the SF 1035.
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Table 4. Information Required on SF 1035 for Cost Sharing No-Fee Contracts, continued.
Figure
Reference
(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)

(l)

(m)
(n)
(o)

Description of Data To Be Inserted
Payee's name and address, as shown on SF 1034.
The contract number and the task order number, when applicable.
Total estimated costs, contractor’s share of costs, Government’s
share of costs and one percent of Government share of costs. FAR
52.216-12(b) states that "After paying 80 percent of the
Government’s share of the total estimated cost of performance shown
on the schedule, the CO may withhold further payment of allowable
cost until a reserve is set aside in an amount that the CO considers
necessary to protect the Government's interest. This reserve shall not
exceed one percent of the total estimated cost shown in the schedule
or $100,000 whichever is less." Therefore, a contract reserve of one
percent of incurred costs is normally withheld after 80 percent of the
Government share of total estimated costs is paid.
Insert: "Analysis of Claimed Current and Cumulative Costs and Fee
Earned."
The major cost elements. Use additional SF 1035s, if necessary, to
show the detail of direct travel charges and the computations of
overhead adjustments from provisional rates to final audited rates
(allowable actual rates). The provisional indirect rates used (overhead
and general and administrative) to calculate the indirect expenses
should be reflected on the SF 1035s.
The amount billed for the current period and cumulative amount from
contract inception to date of this billing.
The Government’s share of the amount billed for the current period
and the Government’s share of the cumulative amount billed from
contract inception to the date of this billing.
The contractor’s share of the amount billed for the current period and
the contractor’s share of the cumulative amount billed from contract
inception to the date of this billing.
The total costs incurred, summarized by contract, by Government
share, and by contractor share.
The one percent contract withholding required by FAR 52.216-12(b).
The total amount claimed by the contractor for the current period and
the cumulative amount claimed from contract inception to the date of
this billing. The current period amount is to be carried forward to the
SF 1034.
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Figure 8. Sample of SF 1035 Interim Voucher.
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7. Completion Voucher.
a. The completion voucher is the last voucher submitted on a contract or task order. A
separate completion voucher will be submitted for each individual project or task order for which
a separate series of public vouchers has been submitted.
b. FAR 52.216-7(d)(5) requires the contractor to submit the completion voucher within 120
days after settlement of the final indirect cost rates covering the year in which the contract is
physically complete, or longer if approved in writing by the CO. The completion voucher must
include settled subcontract amounts and rates. The prime contractor is responsible for settling
subcontractor amounts and rates included in the completion voucher and providing status of
subcontractor audits to the CO upon request. However, prior to submitting the completion
voucher, DCAA may be required to complete an audit of the contractor's incurred costs relating
to the contract. Within six months after the end of the contractor’s fiscal year, the contractor
shall submit to the CO and to the cognizant DCAA office a proposed final incurred cost proposal
for the period (reference FAR 52.216-7). It should be based on the actual cost experienced
during that period and submitted with supporting cost data specifying the contracts and
subcontracts to which the rates apply. A sample format of this incurred cost proposal is
contained in Enclosure 6 of this manual.
c. After the incurred cost proposal is submitted, the contractor's costs will be audited.
Normally, a contract cannot be closed out unless the applicable costs have been audited.
Therefore, the contractor should not prepare or submit the completion invoice until the DCAA
audit of the contractor's fiscal years during which costs have been incurred under the contract has
been completed.
d. The SF 1034 that is submitted on the final voucher is identical to that for the interim
voucher except for the following items (refer to Figure 9):
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Table 5. Information Required on Final Voucher (SF1034).
Figure
Reference
(e)

SF 1034 Caption
VOUCHER NO.

Description of Data To Be Inserted
Serial number of the voucher with the letter
“Z” after it. Use a separate series of
consecutive numbers beginning with 1 for
each new contract or task order (when
applicable) for which separate public
vouchers are required.

(l)

ARTICLES OR
SERVICES

Insert the following: “For detail, see SF
1035 -- total amount of claim transferred
from page xx of xx SF 1035”. [The “xx”
represents the appropriate page numbers.]
One space below this line insert “COST
REIMBURSABLE -- COMPLETION
VOUCHER”

(o)

PAYMENT

The box identified “FINAL” should be
marked.

(p)

APPROVED FOR

Insert “Final Payment.”

(r)

BY

Leave this box blank. (Auditor name should
NOT be inserted.)

(s)

TITLE

“Auditor, Defense Contract Audit Agency”
should NOT be inserted since DCAA does
not sign the final voucher. This is done by
theCO, based on DCAA’s final report.

e. Completion Voucher.
(1) The following is a sample SF 1035 for a completion invoice. Delays in processing
completion invoices can be avoided if these instructions are followed. Note: The example of the
SF 1035 (Figure 9) for the completion voucher is separate and distinct from the preceding SF
1034 (Figure 6) and SFs 1035 (Figure 7 and 8) examples.
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Table 6. Information Required on Final Voucher (SF1035).
Figure
Reference
(a)

SF 1034 Caption
U.S. DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU, OR
ESTABLISHMENT

Description of Data To Be Inserted
The name and address of the military
department or agency that negotiated the
contract.

(b)

VOUCHER NO.

The appropriate serial number of the
voucher, as shown on SF 1034 (with the
letter “Z” after it).

(c)

SCHEDULE NO.

Leave blank.

(d)

SHEET NO.

The sheet number, in numerical sequence, if
more than one sheet is used. Use as many
sheets as necessary to show the information
required by the CO or the auditor.

(2) The following items are generally entered below the line under Number and Date of
Order; Date of Delivery or Service; Articles or Services; Quantity; Unit Price; and Amount, but
do not necessarily tie to these captions.
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Table 6. Information Required on Final Vouchers (SF1035), continued.
Figure
Reference
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)
(l)
(m)

(n)
(o)
(p)

Description of Data To Be Inserted
Payee's name and address, as shown on the SF 1034.
The contract number and the task order number, when applicable.
The latest target or estimated costs, target or fixed-fee, and total contract
value.
Type: "Contractor's Cumulative Claim and Reconciliation Statement.”
The major cost elements. Use additional SF 1035s, if necessary, to show
the detail of certain charges or computations. A separate column should
be prepared for each of the contractor's fiscal years. The amounts shown
for direct costs should always tie in to the costs shown on the submission
prepared for audit. Any direct costs questioned during our audit of costs
should be excluded from the applicable contractor's fiscal year. Fringe,
overhead, and G&A should be computed using the rates as explained in
reference (j). The total costs being billed cannot exceed the estimated cost
of the contract. Unless the contract has been modified, cost overruns
cannot be claimed. Any amount in excess of the contract value should be
subtracted from the total.
The final audit determined or negotiated fringe, overhead, and G&A rates
should be listed by contractor's fiscal year as shown. However, if the
contract specifies ceiling rates, the rates shown cannot exceed the
ceiling(s) in the contract.
The cumulative amounts billed, by the major cost elements, less previous
payments.
The total costs claimed. This should not exceed the estimated contract
costs.
Bill for any portion of the fee not previously billed. If the contract
provides for an incentive fee, show the computations of the total fee
claimed. Use separate sheets if necessary.
The total costs claimed and the target or fixed-fee due. This should not
exceed the total contract amount.
The amount of total previous payments received on interim vouchers.
The amount due should be the amount that appears on the SF 1034.
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Figure 9. Sample of SF 1035 Completion Voucher.
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8. Submission Requirements.
a. General.
(1) Unless otherwise notified or specified differently in the contract (refer to 5-302 for
electronic invoicing requirements), public vouchers must be submitted according to the
following requirements.
(2) In WAWF, selected vouchers will be routed to DCAA for review and approval and
once approved by DCAA are forwarded to DFAS for provisional payment. For hard copy
vouchers:
(a) Original SF 1034, SF 1035, or equivalent contractor's attachment.
(b) For those contractors submitting interim vouchers to any of the following four
addresses, there is no need to submit any copies of the voucher. The original SF 1034 and SF
1035 is sufficient.

DFAS – Columbus
PO Box 369016
Attn: Columbus CP
Columbus, Ohio 43213-1152

DFAS – Columbus
PO Box 369020
Attn: Limestone VP
Columbus, Ohio 43213-1152

DFAS – Columbus
PO Box 369023
Attn: Indianapolis VP
Columbus, Ohio 43213-1152

DFAS – Columbus
PO Box 369024
Attn: Dayton VP
Columbus, Ohio 43123-1152

(c) For contractors submitting interim vouchers to other than the four addresses listed
in.
(d) above, six copies of SF 1034A, SF 1035A, or equivalent contractor's attachment
are required.
b. Completion Voucher.
(1) Upon completion of the contract, the contractor is required to submit a voucher
designated as "completion voucher" together with such other documents as are prescribed by the
contract. Approval and payment by the Government of the contractor's completion vouchers
constitutes complete and final payment to the contractor, except for any items reserved by
qualification of the contractor's Release of Claims. When a voucher is identified as the
"Completion Voucher,” the voucher should be submitted to DCAA. DFARS 242.803(b)(i)(D)
authorizes the contract auditor to review completion vouchers and send them to the CO. An
additional copy should be submitted to the ACO. In WAWF, when a contractor submits a
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completion voucher, it is routed directly to the ACO for action and a copy is placed in the DCAA
“History” folder within WAWF. Refer to Enclosure 5 for electronic invoicing requirements.
(2) In addition to the SF 1034s and 1035s, the contractor is required to submit the
following documents to DCAA:
(a) Contractor's release of claims, and, if applicable, an Assignee's release of claims
in a form acceptable to the CO. The amount listed on this release should be the total allowable
cost plus allowable fee. It should tie in to the total amount claimed on the SF 1035.
(b) Contractor's assignment of refunds, rebates, credits, and other amounts and, if
applicable, an Assignee's assignment of refunds, rebates, credits, and other amounts in a form
acceptable to the CO.
c. Separate Public Voucher Submission Requirements. A separate public voucher (or if
appropriate, a separate series of public vouchers) should be submitted for:
(1) Each line item, sub line item, project, or portion of a multiple funded contract for
which separate funding is provided under the contract. A contractor who believes that this would
create additional work and expense by requiring maintenance of records over and above that
which the accounting system provides should refer the matter to the CO for resolution.
(2) Each portion of a contract which is payable by a different disbursing office.
(3) Costs claimed under a qualification in the final release on a completed contract or in
the settlement agreement under a terminated contract.
(4) On contracts administered by the DCMA, separate public vouchers are required
where the claim is for:
(a) Settlement expenses on a partially or completely terminated contract.
(b) Subcontractor settlement on a partially or completely terminated contract. In this
case, the proposed subcontract termination settlement must be submitted to the Termination
Contracting Officer (TCO) for approval, except for those settlements concluded under FAR
49.108-4. Evidence of the approval must accompany the voucher when it is submitted to the
auditor for processing.
(c) In cases where the settlement of a subcontract is the basis of a claim, the
contractor must submit the voucher for the subcontract settlement amount directly to the ACO
who will forward the voucher to the appropriate office. The voucher, together with a letter
indicating the amount of the settlement approved for payment, will be returned to the contractor.
The contractor will then submit the voucher, with a copy of the approval letter, to the auditor for
processing.
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9. Requirements for Supporting Fee Claims. Each SF 1035 (or contractor equivalent form)
should include the basis of the claim for earned fee.

10. Resubmission of Costs Previously Suspended or Disapproved. Resubmissions of any
previously claimed amounts that were suspended or disapproved by a DCAA Form 1 should be
shown as a separate line item on public vouchers. Cite the number of the public voucher on
which the deduction was made and the number of the DCAA Form 1. Suspensions and
disapprovals that have been successfully appealed should be identified by citing the final
decision of the ACO, the Board of Contract Appeals, or the Court of Federal Claims.

11. Maintenance of Reimbursement Claim Data. Maintain adequate records to show, by major
cost element and fee, the amounts claimed for reimbursement for each applicable contract or task
order covered by a separate series of public vouchers. The records should contain, by fiscal year,
a reconciliation of any differences between the costs incurred under the contract or task order
and the amounts claimed for reimbursement.

12. Withholding and Release of Contract Reserves. Contractual provisions covering fees,
patents, royalties, etc., usually provide for the accumulation of a withholding reserve until certain
contract requirements are met to the CO's satisfaction (e.g., Patent Rights - Retention by the
Contractor (Long Form), FAR 52.227-13). Include appropriate adjustments in reimbursement
claims to cover the required accumulation and release of contract withholding reserves. Resolve
any questions about these reserves with the ACO.

13. Progress Payments Based on Costs - General (FAR 32.5). Progress payments are a form of
Government furnished interest-free financing applicable to undelivered and uninvoiced items.
Progress payments shall be made to the contractor when requested as work progresses, but not
more frequently than monthly. The amount of each progress payment is computed by (i)
applying the rate stipulated in the progress payment clause of the contract (DFARS 252.2327004) to the cumulative total allowable booked costs under the contract; (ii) plus financing
payments to subcontractors or other company divisions of the contractor’s corporate office; (iii)
less the sum of all previous progress payments. The CO is responsible for approving progress
payment requests.

14. Processing Progress Payments.
a. If the auditor has determined that the accounting and billing systems are reliable, progress
payment preparation, submission, and review is normally a straightforward process. Contractors
may include the following costs in progress payment requests, under the conditions noted:
(1) Total costs incurred under the contract whether or not actually paid, plus financing
payments to subcontractors.
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(2) Financing and other payments for the costs of supplies and services purchased
directly for the contract if the costs are (i) paid in accordance with the terms of the subcontract or
invoice and (ii) ordinarily paid within 30 days of the contractor's payment request to the
Government.
(3) Properly allocable and allowable indirect costs.
(4) Cost of Money that would be allowable under FAR 31.205-10 as an incurred cost for
progress payment purposes (FAR 52.232-16(a)(1).
b. Estimated additional costs to complete the contract (item 12.b. of SF 1443, Request for
Progress Payment) require the contractor to make technical and financial estimates to complete
(ETC) every six months. The contractor must support this estimate with an analysis that shows
how the amount was derived. It must be a realistic estimate and not simply a mathematical
computation between contract value and the cost incurred. The ETC must be supported with
current, accurate, and complete information. The estimate may be the last estimate made,
adjusted for costs incurred since the last estimate; however, estimates shall be updated at least
every six months.
c. The request for progress payments (SF 1443) is submitted to the office designated in the
contract (usually the ACO) for approval. The instructions for preparing the SF 1443 are found
on the back of the form (Figure 11). Refer to Figure 11 for an example of a completed form.
Progress payment requests may be submitted electronically using WAWF.

15. Treatment of Contract Overruns on Progress Payments. If the sum of the ETC and the
incurred cost exceed the contract price, the contract is in a loss position. In this case, costs
eligible for progress payments may be discounted by a loss ratio factor, resulting in a smaller
progress payment. The progress payment request submitted by the contractor should not be
adjusted for the loss ratio. A supplementary analysis should be prepared by the contractor
(reference FAR 32.503-6) and attached to the progress payment request. (Refer to Figure 12 for
an example of this analysis. This example is separate and distinct from example Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Sample Standard Form 1443.
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Figure 10. Sample Standard Form 1443, continued.
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Figure 11. Loss Ratio Factor Analysis.

16. Performance-Based Payments – General. Performance-based payments are a form of
Government financing for fixed-price contracts when the CO finds them practical and the
contractor agrees to their use. They are not payments for accepted items. Since performancebased payments are contract financing payments, they are not subject to the interest-penalty
provisions for prompt payment. Payments are to be submitted in a form and manner acceptable
to the CO. The contractor may not submit requests for payment more frequently than monthly
(FAR 52.232-32(b)). Performance-based payments may be made on the basis of:
a. performance measured by objective, quantifiable methods;
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b. accomplishment of defined events; or
c. other quantifiable measures of results.

17. Processing Performance-Based Payments.
a. The CO responsible for administering the contract is responsible for the review and
approval of performance-based payments. Generally, the ACO is responsible for receiving,
approving, and transmitting the performance-based payment request to the appropriate payment
office. Each approval will specify the amount to be paid, the necessary contractual information,
and the appropriate account. The CO cannot approve a payment until the specified event or
performance criterion has been successfully accomplished.
b. The CO is responsible for determining what reviews are needed to protect the
Government’s interests. In determining the need for reviews, the CO will consider the
contractor’s experience, performance record, reliability, financial strength, and the adequacy of
contractor controls over performance-based payments. The CO can request both pre-payment
and post-payment reviews. The CO may reduce payment when the contractor fails to comply
with a material requirement of the contract, fails to progress on the contract, is in an
unsatisfactory financial condition, or is delinquent in payment of any subcontractor.
c. The contractor must maintain records and controls to adequately administer performancebased payments. This includes furnishing reports, certificates, financial statements, and other
pertinent information requested by the CO to either administer the payment or to determine that
an event or other criterion has been successfully accomplished.
d. Auditors will provide assistance to COs as requested. Prepayment assistance may be
sought in negotiating and structuring the contract financing template, which addresses topics
such as a description of the event, the contract line items to which the event applies, a statement
as to whether the event is severable or cumulative, funding information, the event’s value, and
the estimated dates when the events are expected to occur. Post-payment reviews may include
verification of the accomplishment or incurred cost associated with the completion of a
performance-based event or criterion. For a detailed discussion of performance-based payments,
contractors should go to FAR 32.10 – Performance-Based Payments, and FAR 52.232-32 –
Performance-Based Payments.
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ENCLOSURE 6
INCURRED COST PROPOSALS

1. Introduction.
a. This enclosure covers the submission of incurred cost proposals. These would include the
direct and various indirect fringe, overhead, and G&A rates incurred by the contractor during its
fiscal year. The incurred cost proposal includes the indirect cost pool and base costs used to
calculate indirect cost rates, a summary of costs incurred by contract by contract type, supporting
schedules, supplemental information and the Certificate of Final Indirect Costs.
b. Because of their size and the nature of their operations, some non-profit organizations are
treated similarly to commercial concerns. Consequently, these non-profit organizations operate
under the FAR cost principles applicable to commercial concerns rather than 2 CFR, Part 230
(Formerly OMB Circular A-122), Cost Principles for Non-Profit Organizations. While these
non-profit organizations use the FAR as their primary regulation for administration of contracts,
they also use applicable OMB Circulars as guidelines for administering federal financial
assistance (grants and agreements). A listing of non-profit organizations subject to the FAR Cost
Principles is contained in Attachment C to 2 CFR, Part 230 (Formerly OMB Circular A-122).
The nonprofit organizations listed in Attachment C should follow the examples in this manual, as
well as satisfying the audit and reporting requirements of OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States,
Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations.

2. Contractor Proposal.
a. Contractors may have both DoD and non-DoD contracts. Audits of incurred costs
applicable to non-DoD Federal agencies are performed by DCAA on a reimbursable basis and
only upon request of the cognizant agency. Some agencies do not request audits from DCAA for
various reasons, including funding considerations and the materiality of small dollar contracts. It
is the contracting agency’s responsibility to audit contract costs or otherwise close the contracts.
DCAA is available to assist the contractor in coordinating with other agencies.
b. The Allowable Cost and Payment clause (FAR 52.216-7) requires that the contractor
submit an adequate final incurred cost proposal together with supporting data, within six months
after the end of its fiscal year. An illustration of a Model Incurred Cost Proposal is included in
section 6-801 of this manual. The receipt of an adequate proposal by the audit office starts the
audit process. This proposal should include a signed "Certificate of Indirect Costs" in
accordance with FAR 42.703-2. A copy of this certificate may be found at FAR 52.242-4. (See
Schedule N of the model incurred cost proposal under section 6-801.) An adequate proposal
should reduce the time required to perform the audit because numerous preliminary steps can be
performed before the auditor arrives at the contractor location. Prior to submitting your incurred
cost proposal to DCAA, you should perform a self assessment of the adequacy of your proposal
using the Guide for Determining Adequacy of Contractor Incurred Cost Proposal
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(http://www.dcaa.mil/Guide_for_Determining_Adequacy_of_Contractor_Incurred_Cost_Propos
al.pdf).
c. Failure to comply with FAR 52.216-7 the Allowable Cost and Payment clause
requirement to provide an adequate proposal will result in a DCAA recommendation for the CO
to make a unilateral determination on the contractor’s final indirect cost rates or contract costs.
The DCAA auditor will send several reminder letters to the contractor, but when the submission
becomes six months overdue (one year after the end of the fiscal year) and no extension has been
granted by the ACO, the auditor will provide the CO with unilateral rate recommendations. The
unilateral recommendation will be based on either a decrement factor applied to indirect rates
using relevant contractor historical data or a company-wide decrement factor based on
questioned costs at high risk contractors applied to total contract costs, if no relevant historical
data exists. Relevant historical data exists when all of the following criteria are met:
(1) The prior fiscal year has been audited.
(2) All contractor proposals received have been audited and settled.
(3) The indirect cost pool and base data for the overdue fiscal year is readily available in
the contractor’s books and records.
(4) There have been no significant changes in the contractor’s business base between the
last audited fiscal year and the overdue fiscal year.
(5) There has been no significant reorganization of the contractor between the last
audited fiscal year and the overdue fiscal year.
(6) There have been no changes in the indirect cost rate structure between the last
audited fiscal year and the overdue fiscal year.
d. The recommendation will apply to active contracts, as well as physically complete
contracts for the overdue fiscal year. FAR 42.703-2(c)(1) and FAR 42.705(c)(1) provide the CO
with the authority to unilaterally establish indirect cost rates or total contract costs.

3. Penalties for Mischarging.
a. The manipulation of charges to a contract may be subject to criminal penalties under
18U.S.C. 1001, which reads as follows:
“Whoever, in any matter within the jurisdiction of the executive,
legislative, or judicial branch of the Government of the United
States knowingly and willfully (1) falsifies, conceals or covers up
by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact; (2) makes any
materially false, fictitious or fraudulent statement or
representation; or (3) makes or uses any false writing or document
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knowing the same to contain any materially false, fictitious or
fraudulent statement or entry; shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.”

b. Penalties may be assessed against contractors who include expressly unallowable costs or
costs previously determined to be unallowable for that contractor in a final indirect cost rate
proposal pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2324 (a) through (d) and 41 U.S.C. 256 (a) through (d).
Implementing guidance for these statutes is provided in FAR 42.709 and was effective for all
contracts on October 1, 1995.

4. Audit Evaluation.
a. After receipt of an adequate proposal, the auditor will contact the contractor’s
representative and set up an entrance conference. If the proposal is inadequate (e.g., missing the
information listed in Enclosure 6, Figure 12), the auditor will notify the contractor and CO in
writing of the deficiency as required by FAR 42.705-1(b)(iii)(A). Absent a mutually agreeable
arrangement, the audit will likely be delayed pending receipt of the necessary documents.
b. The audit will include an evaluation of both direct and indirect costs. The audit objective
is to examine contractor cost representations identified in the incurred cost proposal to determine
whether such costs are: reasonable, allowable and allocable to the contract(s), in accordance
with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and CAS, and not prohibited by the
contract, Government statute, or regulation (FAR part 31). The auditor may have performed
certain analyses and tests of the books and records and internal controls during the fiscal year the
costs were actually being incurred. Real-time testing supplements the audit work performed
after receipt of the proposal. During the course of the audit of the incurred cost proposal, the
auditor will discuss audit findings with the contractor as they arise. The contractor is expected to
provide feedback on these findings on a timely basis. Continued coordination between the
contractor and the auditor will ensure the timely resolution of audit findings and facilitate an
efficient and effective audit process.
c. The criteria for the allowability of costs on government contracts is discussed in FAR
31.201-2. In accordance with FAR 31.201-2 (d) “A contractor is responsible for accounting for
maintaining records, including supporting documentation, adequate to demonstrate that costs
claimed have been incurred, are allocable to the contract, and comply with applicable cost
principles in this subpart and agency supplements.
d. After completing the audit, the auditor will provide the contractor with the results of the
audit in writing and seek the contractor’s agreement. Since significant audit findings have been
discussed during the audit process, this exit conference should merely be a summary of issues
and resolutions. The contractor will be given the opportunity to respond to the audit findings and
any contractor comments will be included in the final report.
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e. FAR 42.705 discusses the conditions that determine whether the final indirect cost rates
will be negotiated or audit determined. If the rates are auditor determined, once agreement is
reached on the indirect rates, the contractor will be asked to sign an audit-furnished indirect rate
agreement. A Cumulative Allowable Cost Worksheet (CACWS) will be included as an
attachment to the rate agreement letter. Signing the rate agreement letter also indicates
concurrence with cumulative costs and other information (e.g., contract limitations) shown on
the attachment and that the data on the CACWS will be used to close out contracts (see
Enclosure 6, Note 13.). If agreement with the contractor is not reached, DCAA will forward its
audit report to the cognizant CO who will then resolve the disagreement. The auditor will also
issue a DCAA Form 1 to recover any reimbursement of unallowable costs that has occurred.
The contractor may appeal the Form 1 disallowance to the CO or file a claim under the contract
“Disputes” clause (FAR 52.233-1). If rates are to be negotiated by the CO, the audit report and
contractor comments will be forwarded to the CO for action.

5. Contract Costs.
a. Costs must be accumulated by contract in the same level used for billing costs (e.g. by
delivery order, etc.) in order to determine their allowability per Government regulations. All
costs (both direct and indirect) of producing goods or providing services should be identified to a
final cost objective. FAR 31.001 defines a final cost objective as a cost objective that has
allocated to it both direct and indirect costs and, in the contractor’s accumulation system, is one
of the final accumulation points. Generally, a final cost objective is a contract. Accordingly,
costs of a contract are comprised of direct costs and the contract’s allocable share of indirect
costs.
b. A major part of accounting for costs by contract is the classification of costs as either
direct costs or indirect costs.

6. Direct Costs.
a. FAR 2.101 defines direct costs as “any cost that can be identified specifically with a
particular final cost objective” (i.e., cost incurred for a specific contract). FAR 31.202 also
supplements this broad definition with the following:
(1) Costs identified specifically with a contract are direct costs of the contract and are to
be charged directly to the contract.
(2) All costs specifically identified with other final cost objectives of the contractor are
direct costs of those cost objectives.
(3) No final cost objectives shall have allocated to it as a direct cost any cost, if other
costs incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances have been included in any indirect cost
pool to be allocated to that or any other final cost objective.
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b. Contractors should make every effort to identify all costs that are direct, and by default,
what remains is indirect.

7. Responsibility of Prime Contractors Over Subcontracts.
a. Prime contractor should obtain consent to subcontract from the CO and notify the CO
reasonably in advance of placing any subcontract or modification thereof for which consent is
required in accordance with FAR 44.201.
b. The responsibility of the prime contractor for managing its subcontracts is stated in FAR
42.202(e)(2). The prime contractor is primarily responsible for subcontract award, technical and
financial performance monitoring, ensuring that indirect rate proposals and annual rate
adjustments are submitted on a timely basis, and payment to the subcontractor for the work
accomplished under subcontract terms. To accomplish this responsibility, the prime contractor
should have adequate internal controls to identify and notify the Government of auditable type
subcontracts and intracompany orders under auditable type Government contracts to assure that
subcontract/intracompany costs are allowable, allocable, and reasonable.
c. The prime contractor's internal control system over subcontracts and intracompany orders
should also provide for including appropriate flow down clauses into the
subcontract/intracompany order, such as clauses that:
(1) provide either the Government or the contractor access to the
subcontractor's/intracompany books and records for the purposes of performing the annual
incurred cost audit,
(2) require that billings include only allowable costs pursuant to FAR 52.216-7, and
(3) require the subcontractor/intracompany entity to submit annual incurred cost
proposals pursuant to FAR 42.7.

8. Indirect Costs.
a. FAR 2.101 defines an indirect cost as “any cost not directly identified with a single, final
cost objective, but identified with two or more final cost objectives or an intermediate cost
objective. It is not subject to treatment as a direct cost.” Further, an indirect cost shall not be
allocated to a final cost objective if other costs incurred for the same purpose in like
circumstances have been included as a direct cost of that or any other final cost objective.
b. Because of their nature, indirect costs cannot be charged to final cost objectives on an
individual basis. Therefore, indirect costs must be classified and grouped together into indirect
cost pools, typically either an overhead cost pool or the G&A cost pool. The pools in turn are
allocated to final cost objectives in reasonable proportion to the beneficial or causal relationship
of the pooled costs to the cost objectives.
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c. FAR 31.203 (e) states: “The method of allocating indirect costs may require revision
when there is a significant change in the nature of the business, the extent of subcontracting,
fixed-asset improvement programs, inventories, the volume of sales and production,
manufacturing processes, the contractor’s products or other relevant circumstances.” Contractors
must continually evaluate their allocation pools and bases to determine if change is required.
Contractors must notify the CO and the cognizant DCAA auditor of planned changes prior to
implementation. Contractors should consider pursuing an advance agreement with the CO when
changing allocation methods.

9. Overhead Costs.
a. Costs incurred for, or that only benefit, an identifiable unit or activity of the contractor
internal organization, such as an engineering or manufacturing department, are considered
overhead costs. It is common to have separate overhead pools for engineering, manufacturing,
material handling, and for certain off-site activities. A very small contractor could have only one
overhead pool.
b. Examples of overhead pool costs are:
(1) Department supervision
(2) Depreciation of department buildings and equipment
(3) Training of department employees
(4) Fringe benefits of department employees
c. Overhead rates are developed by dividing the overhead pool costs by the selected
allocation base (e.g., direct labor dollars or direct labor hours).
d. To “allocate” means to distribute overhead pool costs to contracts. In order to distribute
overhead pool costs, the contractor must select an allocation base. There must be a beneficial or
causal relationship between the selected allocation base and the pool of costs to be allocated to
contracts. For example, an engineering overhead pool would logically be allocated over total
engineering direct labor dollars or engineering direct labor hours. Additional information
regarding the allocation of indirect costs to contracts can be found at FAR 31.203, Indirect costs.

10. G&A Expenses.
a. G&A expenses represent the cost of activities that are necessary to the overall operation of
the business as a whole, but for which a direct relationship to any particular cost objective cannot
be shown. G&A includes the top management functions for executive control and direction over
all personnel, departments, facilities, and activities of the contractor. Typically, it includes
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human resources, accounting, finance, public relations, contract administration, legal, and an
expense allocation from the corporate home office.
b. The G&A rate is developed by dividing total general and administrative expenses by the
selected allocation base, e.g., total cost input (i.e., total direct and indirect costs, except G&A),
value added cost input (i.e., total cost input except G&A, material and subcontract costs), or
single element cost input (e.g., direct labor dollars, direct labor hours, direct materials costs).

11. Facilities Capital Cost of Money (FAR 31.205-10).
a. Facilities Capital Cost of Money (cost of capital committed to facilities) is an imputed
cost determined by applying a cost of money rate to facilities capital employed in contract
performance. It is allowable whether or not the contract is otherwise subject to CAS (reference
48 CFR Chapter 99) if:
(1) the contractor’s capital investment is measured, assigned, and allocated to contracts
in accordance with CAS 414 or measured and added to the cost of capital assets under
construction in accordance with CAS 417. If the contract is not subject to CAS, FAR 31.205-10
requires COM to be calculated in accordance with CAS 414 and 417.
(2) the contractor maintains adequate records to demonstrate compliance with this
standard;
(3) the estimated facilities capital cost of money was specifically identified or proposed
in cost proposals relating to the contract under which this cost is to be claimed; and
(4) the requirements of FAR 31.205-52, which limit the allowability of facilities capital
cost of money, are observed.
b. The facilities capital cost of money need not be entered on the contractor’s books of
account. However, the contractor shall make a memorandum entry of the cost and maintain, in a
manner that permits audit and verification, all relevant schedules, cost data, and other data
necessary to fully support the memorandum entry. An example of a facilities capital cost of
money submission can be found in Section 6-801 (Schedule F).
c. There is no requirement for a contractor to propose facilities capital cost of money in
pricing and performing a contract. If it chooses not to propose this cost during contract pricing,
then the contractor waives any right to claim it during contract performance. (See FAR 15.408(I)
and FAR 52.215-17 for more information.)

12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal.
a. This section of the manual presents DCAA’s Model Incurred Cost Proposal (Figure 12) to
assist a contractor in meeting its requirement for submitting an adequate final indirect cost rate
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proposals as required by FAR 52.216-7(d). The model includes example schedules on the
following pages. These example schedules present the minimum information needed to begin an
audit. If a contractor generates internal formal reports that identify the needed information, these
internal reports can be submitted in lieu of the example schedules. However, the basic data
contained in the schedules is required to complete the audit in a timely manner. The use of
internal reports as a substitute for the example schedule formats shown should first be discussed
with the contractor’s cognizant DCAA field audit office.
b. An adequate indirect cost rate proposal shall include all data required by FAR 52.216-7(d)
unless otherwise specified by the cognizant Federal agency official. The required content of the
proposal and the supporting data will vary depending upon the size of the firm, complexity of the
accounting system, and type of business. Specific requirements should be coordinated with the
cognizant DCAA field audit office and ACO.
c. This model incurred cost proposal illustrates an occupancy rate, a single final overhead
rate, and a G&A rate. Some operations may have additional rates, such as: fringe benefits rate,
engineering overhead rate, manufacturing overhead rate, off-site rate, etc. A separate schedule
should be prepared for each final or intermediate indirect expense pool. If expenses are available
by department (e.g., President’s Office, Marketing Department for G&A; Fabrication,
Assembly/Test for overhead), a breakout by expense for each department should also be
provided.
d. DCAA prefers that contractors include an index, similar to that used in the model incurred
cost proposal, for each year submitted. If certain schedules are not applicable, the contractor
should make a note on the index. At the time of submission of incurred cost proposal the
contractor should provide their General Ledger detail and copies of quarterly 941’s to facilitate
review of submission and audit.
e. In addition to the data presented in the schedules, there is additional information that the
auditor typically needs to facilitate timely completion of the audit in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. A list of this information is presented on the page
entitled "Supplemental Model Incurred Cost Proposal Information." Having this information
available at or prior to the entrance conference will make the audit process as efficient as
possible.
f. The company name and fiscal period should be included on all schedules submitted.
g. Contractors are encouraged to submit their proposals in electronic format. The Incurred
Cost Electronically (ICE) Model, available from the DCAA web site (http://www.dcaa.mil),
provides contractors with a standard electronic user-friendly incurred cost submission package
that will assist them in preparing adequate incurred cost proposals in accordance with FAR
52.216-7(d). Downloading and execution instructions are provided on the web site. The ICE
Model is updated periodically, so contractors electing to use it should check the web site
periodically for changes. While the ICE model is intended to aid the contractor in providing an
adequate submission, its use does not guarantee that the submission will be judged adequate.
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Contractors should discuss the ICE model and its requirements with their local DCAA Office
before preparing the proposal.

13. Cumulative Allowable Cost Worksheet (CACWS).
a. In accordance with FAR 52.216-7(d)(2)(v), the contractor shall update the billings on all
contracts to reflect the final settled rates (see Enclosure 5), and update the schedule of
cumulative direct and indirect costs claimed and billed, as required in paragraph (d)(2)(iii)(I),
within sixty days after settlement of final indirect cost rates. This schedule will be used by the
contractor as a basis for updating the CACWS.
b. The Cumulative Allowable Cost Worksheet (CACWS) is a summary schedule of
cumulative allowable contractor costs for each open flexibly priced contract through the last
contractor fiscal year for which indirect cost rates have been settled. The CACWS also notes
which contracts are physically complete and other key information needed for closing contracts.
The worksheet should contain sufficient detail so that the ACO can use it to close contracts in
lieu of individual evaluation of the final voucher. An electronic CACWS or comparable
summary report should be prepared by the contractor. The contractor is encouraged to submit a
CACWS with its indirect cost rate proposal using claimed rates, which will be updated after
settlement of rates, or agree to provide a CACWS within 60 days of rate agreement, because of
the benefits and efficiencies gained in closing contracts timely. The ACO, in coordination with
DCAA, may determine that an evaluation is not required on a final voucher because the
allowable costs were already audited and included on the CACWS.
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal.
MODEL INCURRED COST PROPOSAL FISCAL YEAR ENDED 3/31/2009
Schedule A

Summary of all Claimed Indirect Expense Rates

Schedule B

General and Administrative (G&A) Expenses (Final Indirect Cost Pool)

Schedule C

Overhead Expenses (Final Indirect Cost Pool)

Schedule D

Occupancy Expenses (Intermediate Indirect Cost Pool)

Schedule E

Claimed Allocation Bases by element of cost used to distribute indirect
costs.

Schedule F

Facilities Capital Cost of Money Factors Computation

Schedule G

Reconciliation of Books of Account and Claimed Direct Costs by major
cost element

Schedule H

Schedule of Direct Costs by Contract/Subcontract and Indirect Expense
Applied At Claimed Rates, as well as a subsidiary schedule of
Government participation percentage in each of the allocation base
amounts

Schedule I

Schedule of Cumulative Direct and Indirect Costs Claimed and Billed by
Contract and Subcontract

Schedule J

Subcontract Information

Schedule K

Summary of each time-and-materials and labor-hours contract, including
labor categories, labor rates, hours, costs and indirect expenses applied at
claimed rates.

Schedule L

Reconciliation of Total Payroll per IRS Form 941 to Total Labor costs
Distribution

Schedule M

Listing of Decisions/Agreements/Approvals and Description of
Accounting/Organizational Changes

Schedule N

Certificate of Final Indirect Costs

Schedule O

Contract Closing Information for Contracts Completed in this Fiscal
Year (include contract number, period of performance, contract ceiling
amounts, contract fee computations, level of effort, and indicate if the
contract is ready to close).
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal, continued.
SUPPLEMENTAL INCURRED COST PROPOSAL INFORMATION
A.

Comparative analysis of indirect expense pools detailed by account with prior fiscal
year and budgetary data

B.

General organization and executive compensation information (see attached form)

C.

Identification of prime contracts under which the contractor performs as a
subcontractor.

D.

Description of accounting system

E.

Procedures for identifying and excluding unallowable costs from the costs claimed and
billed.

F.

Certified financial statements and other financial data.

G.

Management letter from outside Certified Public Accountants (CPA)s concerning any
internal control weaknesses.

H.

Actions that have been and/or will be implemented to correct the weaknesses described
in the management letter

I.

List of all internal audit reports issued since the last disclosure of internal audit reports
to the Government.

J.

Annual internal audit plan of scheduled audits to be performed in the fiscal year when
the final indirect cost rate submission is made.

K.

Federal and State income tax returns.

L.

Securities and Exchange Commission 10–K annual report.

M.

Minutes from board of directors meetings.

N.

Listing of delay claims and termination claims submitted which contain costs relating
to the subject fiscal year.

O.

Contract briefings, which generally include a synopsis of all pertinent contract
provisions, such as: Contract type, contract amount, product or service(s) to be
provided, contract performance period, rate ceilings, advance approval requirements,
pre-contract cost allowability limitations, and billing limitations.
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal, continued.
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal, continued.
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal, continued.
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Figure 12. Model Incurred Cost Proposal, continued.
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FACILITIES CAPITAL
COST OF MONEY FACTORS COMPUTATION
FISCAL YEAR ENDED 3/31/09

XYZ CORPORATION
ANYWHERE, USA

Period
Apr - June 08
Jul - Dec 08
Jan - Mar 09

Rate
4.75
5.125
5.625

Months
3/12
6/12
3/12

SCHEDULE F

COM
1.188
2.563
1.406
5.156

CONTRACTOR:

ADDRESS:

XYZ CORPORATION

ANYWHERE, USA

BUSINESS UNIT:

COST ACCOUNTING PERIOD:

Business
Unit
Facilities
Capital

Recorded
Leased Property
Corporate/Group
Total
Undistributed
Distributed

1. Applicable Cost of 2. Accumulation
3. Allocation of
4. Total Net
Money Rate 5.156% & Distribution of
Undistributed
Book Value
NBV
69,761 (Basis Of Allocation)(Column 2+3)
162,290

Overhead
LESS: COM on IR&D/B&P Labor:

G&A
ADD: COM on IR&D/B&P Labor

30,345

168,162

8,416

25,128

198,507
33,544
-

Subtotal:
TOTAL

6. Allocation
Base For
Period
In units
of measure

7. Facilities
Capital COM
Factors
(Column 5/6)

232,051
193,290
38,761

Overhead Pools

G&A Expense Pools

5. COM for Cost
Accounting
Period
(Column 1*4)

38,761

232,051

193,290

10,235
(371)
1,730
371
2,101

656,824
23,812
-

0.01558
0.01558

3,151,320

0.00067

11,964

Note 1 Allocation Bases
(Refer to Schedule E for details)
Overhead COM: Straight time direct labor dollars of all contracts and projects including labor costs of IR&D/B&P projects.
G&A COM: Total cost input (excluding G&A, B&P, and Cost of Money
NOTE: The interest rates to be used are those determined by the Secretary of the Treasury under Public Law 92-41, 85 Statute 97.
This rate is published semiannually in the Federal Register. Your Proposal should use the applicable actual Treasury Rates in effect during your fiscal year.
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

ACO
AICPA

Administrative Contracting Officer
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

B&P

Bid & Proposal

CAM
CAS
CO
CPA
CPAF
CPFF
CPIF

Contract Audit Manual (DCAA)
Cost Accounting Standard(s)
Contracting Officer
Certified Public Accountant(s)
Cost-Plus-Award-Fee (Contract)
Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee (Contract)
Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee (Contract)

DCAAM
DCMA
DFARS
DRD

Defense Contract Audit Agency Manual
Defense Contract Management Agency
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
Deputy Regional Director

ETC

Estimate to Complete (Cost)

FAR
FFP
FPI
FPR
FPRA
FPRR
FY

Federal Acquisition Regulation
Firm-Fixed Price (Contract)
Fixed-Price Incentive (Contract)
Fixed-Price Redeterminable (Contract)
Forward Pricing Rate Agreement(s)
Forward Pricing Rate Recommendations
Fiscal Year

G&A
GAAP
GPO
GSA

General & Administrative (Expense)
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Government Printing Office
General Services Administration

IR&D
IT

Independent Research & Development (Cost)
Information Technology

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

ODC
OFPP
OMB

Other Direct Cost
Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OMB)
Office of Management and Budget
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PCO
PL

Procuring Contracting Officer
Public Law

RFP

Request(s) for Proposal(s)

SF

Standard Form

T&M
TCO

Time and Material (Contract)
Termination Contracting Officer

U.S.C.

United States Code

WAWF

Wide Area Workflow
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